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We Need Your Comments

The Journal Committee

, The WARM Journal encourages its readers
to send their comments, positive or negative.
We would like to hear what you think of the form
and content of the Journal. Pleaseaddress your
letters to WARM Journal, 414 First Avenue
North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401.
Subscriptions to the Journal are available
by becoming a member of the Women's Art
Registry of Minnesota. Please see the Inside
back cover for details.

The Journal Committee of WARM, publishes the Journal. Editing members are Elizabeth Erickson, Susan McDonald and Alice
Towle; poetry editor is Monica Ochtrup; art director is Pat Olson; layout members are Vesna
Kittleson, Maria Mazzara. and Marty Nash; distribution coordinator is Sandra Kraskin; special
assistance from Sandra Taylor and Julie Jersild.
The Journal Is supported by the Women's
Art Registry of Minnesota. Gallery members
are: Mari Lyn Ampe, Marilynn Anderson. Lynn
Ball, Harriet Bart, Hazel Belvo, Sally Brown, Pat
Bratnober. Joan Tangen Carlson, Gemma Cullen. Cherie Doyle, Elizabeth Erickson, Georgiana Kettler, Jackie Kielkopf, Vesna Kittleson,
Sandra Kraskin. Sally Krug, Joyce Lyon, Maria
Mazzara, Susan McDonald, Jean Murakami,
Marty Nash, Jila Nikpay, Judy-Nunneley, Dorothy Odland, Pat Olson, Quimetta Perle. Susan
Pleissner, Nancy Robinson, Judith Roode, Sandra Taylor, Alice Towle, Jantje Visscher and
Mary Walker. Catherine Jordan is WARM's Director of Development
WARM welcomes new gallery member Kathy Hemingway Jones.
WARM gratefully acknowledges operating
anct project support from the Dayton Hudson
Foundation, General Mills, Jerome Foundation,
Minnesota Humanities Commission, Metropolitan Council and the United Arts Fund.

WARM's
"FeministPerspective
Series"
presents
ALICE NEEL
Portrait painter, matriarch artist,
and role model whose work includes
cultural and political figures from the
Depression Era to the 'B0s. Neel's portrait of F.D.R. recently appeared on the
cover of Time Magazine.
''She is the most original portrait painter
I know: sophisiticated in craft, passionate in expression, and wizardly in wrestling potently psychological insights
from her subjects,'' -Herbert Crehan,
art critic.
Neel will present a slide/lecture of her
life and work on Monday, April 26th,
1982, 8:00 pm, at the Children's Theater
of Minneapolis, 2400 3rd Ave. So. Mpls.
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Unlearning

Why unlearn? Isn't plain old learning good
enough? The Journal's theme for this Issue
evolved from a discussion about success. We
recognized that personal power often comes
from outside forces in society, but can also be
bestowed upon the self by the self. The process
of giving oneself power we call unlearning. We
can unlearn the ''correct" thoughts, re-examine
the "proper" ways to act. reverse those synapses in our bra.ins.Unlearning, we feet, allows
us to trust our own experience and leads inevitably to self-validation and power.
As you may have noticed, our cover is what
is usually the back of the Journal; indeed, the
entire issue is assembled backwards. We've
done this to remind you that, at every turn of the
page, "the facts" need to be unwrapped, re-interpreted, unlearned.

Journal Polley
The WARM Journal is a forum for the exchange of information and opinions. Articles
represent the authors' and artists· own opinions,
not necessarily those of the Women's Art Registry of Minnesota.
All future rights to the material published in
this Journal are retained by the individual authors and artists. Reproduction or reprinting of
any kind may be done only with their permission.
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terns of deference and limits on women's crea•
images of ourselves as mentally inferior, sexlive expression.
ually objectified, and unworthy. We understood
At the same time, we need the immediate
that the obstacles to effective political action
reality of sisterhood, the support of others who
were not only discriminatory laws and acts perare taking the same steps we are. Just as Sarah
petrated by men but also our own perceptions
and Angelina Grimke relied on a network of Feand images.
male AntiSlavery Societies, women in the late
The process by which this unlearning takes
1960salso discovered the power of sisterhood.
place, however, is perhaps more complex and
In consciousness-raising groups they broke the
contradictory than we have thought. In the first
barriers between women and built communities
place, ii is likely to happen as a byproduct of
of support. CR groups ottered safe environnewfound skill. knowledge or strength. We
ments where women could confront ingrained • know we must unlearn deference because
somehow we have learned that we are worthy of
attitudes of Inferiority :,,hich each woman believed to be a personal (individual) problem. As
dignity, of a self. Indeed, there is an ongoing
process of learning and unlearning in which
they unlearned isolation. and powerlessness,
they discovered the potentials of collective aceach makes the other possible.
tion.
Throughout history women have taken
We are stlll exploring what this can mean.
these steps. often unself--consciously and parSupport groups continue to form to build and
tially, but nevertheless bravely. Early schools for
sustain community. From them has also come a
young women in the years after the American
wide range of activities designed to change the
Revolution taught girls to reason, to calculate.
and to speak in public. But society had no place
for an educated woman. No profession was
open to her. ln those early years we glimpse
young women struggling with the contradiction
between their awareness of the intellectual
abilities and the social definitions of womanhood as decorative. and irrational. In their validictory addresses they challenge these as·
surnptions. But there was no context which
could foster their unlearning, once begun.
Alone, they were undermined and after their
graduation exercises the historical record on
them is silent.
Thirty years later, when Sarah and Angelina Grimke began to speak out against the
evils of slavery. they found a female network
capable of sustaining their rebellion. Ministers
attacked them for violating their God-given
place by speaking in public. So, In order to continue to perform what they beUeved to be their
moral duty (i.e. to speak out against slavery)
they had to defend their rights as women to act
against the wishes of clerical authorities. Two
communities made it possible for them to unlearn traditional deference to authority. The
Quakers had long encouraged women to be
ministers and to travel and speak however unpopular their words. Most important. however,
women in New England had formed a network
FIGURE 2: ~vou begin to have your own
of Female Anti-Slavery Societies and they
authority,"
turned out by the hundreds to hear the Grimkes
and to support them. From such ranks came a
conditions which oppress women. Some
whole generation of feminist leaders such as
groups organize working women: some engage
Susan 8. Anthony. Elizabeth Cady Stanton. and
in lobbying and political activities: some enSojourner Truth.
hance women's opportunities for artistic exThe process of unlearning seems to require
pression. They live with the tension between
a double movement. When we break with patpushing ahead and unlearning the things which
terns of self-denial and submerged identity we
hold women back and provide the necessary
have to reach back and draw on the strengths of
condition for sustaining that dynamic, making a
our mothers and foremothers. The black womnew future possible. 'f'
en who led the civil rights movement in the
South stood on the shoulders of generations of
Sara Evans teaches Women's History at the
black women whose strength had enabled famUniversity of Minnesota and has been an active
ilies and communities to survive, women like
feminist since 1967.She is beginning research
Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth. The hison the emergence of working class feminism in
tory of women reveals that subordination is not
the 1970s.
·•natural", that women have acted, and created,
and shaped the world all along. The denial of
TURNPAGETORIGHT
our past is a critical element in maintaining pat-
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Some Historical
Thoughtson
"Unlearning"
by Sara Evans

Unlearning is a curious term. In women's
historical quest for self-definition and control
over their own lives one of the principle demands has been for the right to learn and to
think. Access to skills and knowledge, toa room
of one's own, and to a community which pro-

FIGURE 1: "Probably by not giving any rules."

vides critical support have been key to women's
self-expression both in politics and in art. What
they have had to unlearn in order to demand
and to use these things, however. is deference.
Women hold themselves back because of a
deeply ingrained sense that they should attend
first to others. In its most extreme and perverted
form, that tendency results In a loss of one's
own voice. Women cen't speak because they
are trained only to listen. and they lack a sense
of their own rights.
This unlearning is in fact a conscious
process of dealing with the internal barriers to
growth and to self-expression. It is in many
ways what consciousness-raising was all about.
In consciousness-raising groups we set out to
explore all the ways in which we had internalized
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your field, whatever it is, is so put down, and
that it is related to unlearning-to be in love
with what you're doing. It strikes me that the
true professional would be a conscious amateur.
A; How do we know when wa hit one of
thosa things that's just not right, that we have to
think about and talk with other people a.bout
and explain our experience and find out," Oh!,
there's nothing wrong with me, this is what's
wrong. This outside of me is what's wrong".
S: Pain, that's what's wrong.
A: Wejust feel the hurt?
S: I think that's a very important part of
unlearning.
H: I think sometimes it's accidental when
you discover something that you thought was
true. Maybe it's inadvertent. It's serendipity. I
think there's a variety of ways to come to that
conclusion. Some of it Is just stumbling onto it
Some of it is pain.
S: I'm not disagreeing. What I'm saying is
the process was born out of frustration, pain,
and discomfort-that
unlearning beg.an at a
certain point in my life. I remember it at an age
and time and circumstance, and it was out of
pain that it started. And I've had those serendipitous movements. too.
A; Did this happen at a time When you were
alone? There was no women's movement, no
WARM, no other people who were thinking
that-and
weren't you thinking oh, there's
something wrong with me because there's
always someone to tell you, "nobody thinks like
that, you·re the only one?"
H: Can we think of some real basic examples of tilings we've learned? I'm not sure that
we're talking about the same things.
A; I guess what I'm thinking of is, not getting the respect I thought was my due end the
attitude, usually male, as being. "You deserve
this kind of treatment". In other words, the big
put down, and my saying "No, I don't deserve
it". If someone keeps telling you that over and
over again, pretty soon you start to believe it.
H: It does remind me of growing up. I suspect all of us would have the same experience. I
remember a time-late teenage. early marriage-when if anybody had asked me, I would
have said men were more interesting than
women. and that at a party I would prefer to be
with the men and let the women stay by themselves. I had been taught that. Culture and
society taught me that, and I bought that for a
long time.! can remember going to parties and
thinking,-this is my lime; I'm going to be with
the men tonight. With the men, that's where it's
happening. All of a sudden I realized I couldn't
be more wrong. The women are so·much more
Interesting than men.
A: I thought that very same thing but-this
was at a time when the women I was associating ~ith were all young mothers. new mothers.
and all they talked ebout was diapers and
babies and cleaning and recipes, and that wes
boring to me.
1-t Why did they just lalk about that?

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT

rules, and you get trapped into following them
in whatever field it is. You're schooled and you
lee,rn what you can do with paint or what you
can do with some kind of information, and if
you can get past that you can do something
you're not supposed to do and it works.
M: Would that be non-professional, to do
that?
H: Professional is anothar issue. I went
back into some old notebooks from a teacher I
had one time who was influential in my development, and he was the one who introduced
me to always being a beginner. One of tha
things he used to say about the difference
between the teacher and the student-the only
difference is accountability. The student has to
account for •averything that she does and the
professional can censor what she wants released. so if it's painting for example. the student has to show everything. The professional
can put the bad ones in the closet and show
what she wants to show.

FIGURE 3: "Pain, that's what's wrong."

M: I thought when Nor said professional I
perceived it as authority which is another place
unlearning leads to. It leads to the place where
you begin to have your own authority.
N: It seems to me the amateur-the one
who is always beginning again-may have
more authority than the professional who is
repealing things and doing things as they have
been taught so that the learning is mor,e rote
and non-imaginative and non-creative.
H: I'm kind of uncomfortable with those
two words-amateur and professional, because
I'm not sure when you're amateur or professional. Society would probably say it has to do
with whether or not you're paid for II or have a
degree in it. I'm not sure how you mean it.
N: I'm just opting for amateurs I guess, and
I think that that way of being in relationship to
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A Conversation
About Unlearning
Unlearning, the theme of the spring issue
of the WARM'Journal, seams appropriate be·
cause spring is a time of new begi'nnings; of
learning new things, rejecting outmoded ideas,
discovering new ways of thinking, unlearning
the old ways. Exciting, confusing-the confirmation of perhaps instinctive feelings; the validation of the rightness of thesa feelings.
Nor Hall, Jungian therapist; Sally Brown,
artist and teacher; Harriet Bart, artist: Monica
Ochtrup, Journal poetry editor and writer, and I
talked about these things om, cold February
avening. Thisis our conversation. -Alice Towle
Allee: Can you describe unlearning? What
do you think it is, from your own experience?
Sally: It seems to me that what we are talking about ls consciousness, becoming conscious of a situation. The second thing is
options, possibilities, movement.
Monica: I like movement or process. J think
unlearning happens when you are frustrated or
stopped by something. When I think about
unlearning I think about it with great joy. It's a
positive, wonderful experience. I have to confess that whenever I looked at unlearning and
when I looked at the definition, I thought. "it's
the exact opposite of unlearning".
Harriet Unlearning seems to be continual
because the minute you·ve unlearned something that means.that you've learned it, so it Is
no longer unlearned. It's like trying to stay a
beginner all the time which I think is the place
to be. It's a fresh place to start, to always be a
beginner and to think clearly. I've used that a lot
in my own work but I find the minute I've
unlearned something, it becomes a learned
thing and I'm right back where I started from.
It's as if I can only unlearn it once. It's like an
Insight and I get caught in a new set of rules.
Every time you unlearn something it's like
enother breakthrough.
Nor: That's a wonderful criticism of being a
professional. The way you describe unlearning
as always having to start anew is how I understand it-being an amateur. An amateur is
someone who loves what they do and is starting. When you·rean amateur, you're never pro•
fessional. If you know something so well you
can profess it.
H: I keep going back to beginning. When I
am able to achieve that place I make my best
work because then I'm not restrained by what
I'm supposed to be. There's a certain set of

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT
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M: Right, because she didn't coffee klatch.
H: Well, she was also kind of eccentric, but
she never had an instructor. She didn't know
how to do it. She was very frustrated. She was
of a generation that is caught in a bind, unhappy
staying at home but felt it was her responsibility
to be there.
A: Do you think mentors or alternative
teachers discover things they have unlearned
and pass them on to their students?
S: It was what I had to offer as an alternative teacher.
M: Would you be teaching what you unlearned or would you be introducing the stu·
dent to the process of unlearning?
A; How do you do that?
H: Probably by not giving any rules.
A: There's got to be some structure or
they'll be totally lost and not know whatto doat
all.

FIGURE5: "Beingjoyful,lovlng,and nol
beingmleerable."
S: I think that there's a paradox. I have felt
that I am there to be an authority figure and I
have.to do things that set me up to be an authority figure so that they trust me. I share my problems in the past and present. I say, "See, I had
trouble using pastel with acrylic, but why don't
you try it. it might work".
A; And that doesn't destroy that authority.
saying you are vulnerable and had problems?
S: There are other kinds of things I can
offer ...being joyful, loving, and not being miserable.
A: Yes, I think that mak.esa big difference. I
can remember being in Bernie Quick's class
and he talked about his own painting. He went
into ecstasy about it. It really turns students on,

TURNPAGETO RIGHT
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A: Now that I think back to thattime, I loved
going next door. or over to my friend's house to
have coffee and have the one-to-one real rich,
woman's kind of talk; but it was at those parties
where the men and women were togetherThe women were here and the men were in the
kitchen talking politics or something other than
the domestic scene.
S: I think that's true. I remember I lived in
Mexico when my children were little. There was
a boundary that one did not cross over, a physical boundary all evening long. And I did it. My
first husband crossed the boundary too. We
were scandalous. He would go and sit down on
the couch and talk to the women and I would
talk to the men, and they were tolerant of that
for a short period of time, but the women did
not like it.
H: Do you think they were jealous? Here's
who is a competitor. It's that territorial
a •wom11n
thing.
S: Oh, sure, you bet.
A: I can remember drifting off to where the
men were, and the women would say, "Oh
Alice, come sit with us," and I'd think how I
didn't want to talk about washing diapers.
N: That experience is totally foreign to me.
My daughter is four, but my husband, from
whom I'm now separated. and I never did anything socially so all the parties I went to ..l went
to alone. Mixed parties where the people didn't
divide like that and talk. The people would be
dancing. But I do know of an experience from
earlier in my life which would correspond in
time to the age you're talking about.
S: I'm talking twenty years ago.
A: The fifties ...
N: In the fifties they did have that exper•
ience. For me, the fifties was late elementary
school. and I remember very clearly thinking
that women weren't interesting during high
school. And I remember also going to an Interview for a college in 1964.One of the questions
they asked was, "Who would you invite to a
dinner party if you could invite anyone you
wanted to?" and I didn't think of a single woman
In 1964, where as now I certeinlywould think of
women, as that would be very important to me.
M: I'm 39 and I grew up in a small town, and
particularly at social events, the men gathered
in one part and the women gathered in another.
That was a common experience. But my own
feeling was that it was interesting to be in either
spot. Now, I'm thinking about myself asa chl!d.
I was thinking about my mother, when you
were talking about your mother. My mother is a
musician and gave music lessons in our home
and did the choir.a four voice choir, and a three
tier pipe organ. So she was in the home, but she
was working. There were always people com•
ing and going. I do remember my best friend's
mother did not work and when we would play at
her house. she was always cleaning, and I
thought that she was not an interesting woman.
I thOught to myself that I did not want to grow
up to not be interesting. But, I also knew my
mother was different. There were not very
many women in that town who were working.
H: Your mother was different in intent, but
my mother was different.

A: Because they never got out of the
house?
H: I don't think it was just that because I
went through that, too. It was the period of ti me
when I thought all women were dull and men
were interesting. But why did these women
believe that's all they could talk about? I think
there's always a lot more simmering under the
surface of it. but nobody dared talk about anything. It wasn't on a conscious level, so what we
lalked about was recipes and diapers.
S: When I was in student housing, it was
the same story, but when I look back on it, all

FIGURE 4: "I wrote letters.•

the women were probably as brilliant as I am.
A:.They were scared to show it, that's all.
S: Oh, absolutely!
H: !f you were feeling that way, what makes
you think that they weren't, but somehow they
never said that?
S: I've run into women who have not yet
touched bes.ewith their own brilliance. So in
those instances, I'd still rather talk to the men.
N: Are those women suffering from learning? ts that learned? That women don't engage
in ...
S-:I think that lesson I learned at home.
1-t My mother didn't like being around
other women. She didn't play cards or have a
career or coffee Klatch, so she stayed alone
alot. I learned by watching that women were
not very interesting. Either you stay with men or
stay by you rseIf.
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aboul every brushstroke. I thought that it made
a lot of sense. It's a very rational thing to think
about, but it's totally untrue, because the best
things happen when you are tuned out or
50meplace else.

S: Does that work with poetry, Monica?
M: OH. good God, no!

N: It only works with images that are visual.
If you're working with a dream image. there's
no way you could have your conscious mind
out attending something else.
M: There Is, in a way. It's a moving Inside,
and It's a focusing.
N: Jung said, in training people to work
with the Image that comes from the unconscious, you have to learn as much as you can
about comparative religion and mythology and
the way the soul expressed Itself in images In
art throughout history and literature, but when
you are lace to face with the dream itselfforget It all, because you're going to come at It
with something theoretical; that it will be superimposed on the image. and you'll be doing
interpretation, amplification, instead of getting
into the circle-the two of you embrace the
image together. You have to be able to forget.
You have to forget what you've learned. but on
the other hand, everything you've learned Is
essential to the depth and richness and the way
you work with the image. It has something to do
with the way you are with the Image. and I think
you can make a choice to suspend the critical
function or critical way of feeling about something when you are doing it.
N: I've been thinking more about unlearning, the kinds of things I learned growing up;
specifically problems in a relationship. Thafs
oneof the things we learn without knowing
what we're learning-watchlr:ig our mothers at
home, etc.-there we learn ways to be. where
we learn values, where we learn behaviors. We
learn ways of putting our actions together with
what we believe in, all those kinds of learning
that are implicit In our day-to-day lives as children. I'm really aware of those ways of being I've
had to unlearn. For example. I was driving
down Grand Avenue a couple of months ago,
and I realized that for the Ii nit time In my whole
life, I was disobeying my father. This came as
quite a surprise because I thought I had been
rebellious at different points in my life; but by
leaving my marrlage, for the first time, I was
really struggling to unlearn his precept, that
marriage is a forge upon which character Is
welded. That was a major recognition of the
importance of unlearning, and how even though
I thought I had been doing It for years in disagreeing with my father from the age of sixhaving arguments-that really. maybe, It was
just beginning. So, in those areas, especially
how we learn to be as people, I'm really aware
of unlearning and how slow a process II is.
H: How slow the discovery is and then the
process is another long time on top of ii. Once
you've discovered it, it takes a long time to
internalize it. I can remember asa kid thinking it
was romantic to be an artist. Now I know it's just
plain hard work.
M: For me. unlearning Is a central part of
who I am and of my stance-of the place out of

this end you stand back and you think, did I do
that? And when you have this, you leave it. You
don't keep working at it because you know
whatever It is. that's IL
H: When I do a series. the first piece in the
series is usually the best piece because when
rm doing it. rm unlearning. Unlearning the
rules of art. It's usually an experiment. I'm trymg something I've not done before and I'm free
with It. I learned something from the first one,
and when I start doing the second. third, and
fourth, it's never as free, because I've learned it
from the first one; whereas, I unlearned it with
the first one. If I could just unlearn it every time I
did it, each one would be as fresh. It's not that I
don't like number two, three, and four, but
there's al ways something special about number
one. and when I show them, people go to the
first one.

FIGURE 8: - ...you know WNll•wer It la, lhat'a

IL"

A: Isn't that getting back to this beginner
thing-the enthusiasm of the discovery in the
beginning and the amateur. It's being the
beginner and the sense of discovery that's so
exciting.
S: I think that's what I was trying to say
about success, too. In the series that I did In
April, the first one was non-analytic. It happened and it was the best one in the series,
without a doubt.
H: I think some of the difference has to do
with being In control. When ldotheflrstone I'm
not worried about control, so I'm relaxed. I try
something I've never tried before. When I do the
second one. II I can control it, I start getting
hung up on learning, and it's not fresh anymore.
A:.I had a teacher who was Important to
me. and one of her rules was that ii you tune out
what you're doing and aren't at your peak of
attention. that you start doing meaningless
things: you're repeating something over and
over, or you re iust working without thinking

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss2/1

I think. When you·ve unlearned something,
does the learned thing come in and take it's
place?
H: Does it become learned?
M.:No, because it's a process. The process
simply leads to the next place.
H: Unlearning is so much harder than
learning.
S: Learning how to leam. the process of
learning how to absorb information, use it.
interpret it, and put it into action is what we're
talking about. We're not unlearning English Lit.
or establiShed facts.
H: I find that unlearning is elusive, too. You
have to keep working at It all the time. If you
learn something, then it's easy to hang on to
It-you can't get rid of it because you've learned
It. But once I've unlearned something. I keep
it,-1 have to unlearn it again.
A; Also, when we first learned, we were at a
very Impressionable age, at our mother's knee,
or wherever.
S: You know one of the things that I think
stops unlearning is success. I think that success can be terribly damaging to that process.
If you have a body of work that you show and
you receive a lot of raves-or a poem or paper
you publish-then letting go of it really chal•
lenges-it's certainly diflicult.
A:.They say you learn from your failures,
you don't learn from your success.
M: In doing this reading l gave Frlday
night-I prepared for it by paying attention to
the place within me from which the writing originated. That's the place from which I would read
it. Once those things were done. I actually was
through giving the reading two days before I
did it And the reading went well and the work
was well received. One person said to me
afterwards, "If I had written the bell poem.
which was one of the last things I read, "I would
feel I never had to write another poem". But I
was already through with that part and was Into
what was coming next. Doing something well is
Incorporated; it's an ordinary part of What we
do.
A: I think a lot of visual artists hit on something people llke and just keep doing It in different versions over and over. and they get trapped
by that.
H: That's what happened to Rothko.
M: Success or failure-there's the opposite
side to everything. Success can be devastating.
H: When I make a piece that ls successful, I
don't remember what I did.
M: In the making of the piece, you mean?
H: I can't guarantee lhat I can do it again.
But when I fall I can be pretty sure I'm not going
to make that same mistake again. I'll remember
that that does not worll.
A:. That Is the nature of creativity. That
some inexplicable thing happens, that your
mind is in another place that you cannot control and it's like somebody else comes and does
WARM JOURNAL
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Feminist Perspectives is supported by a grant
from the Minnesota Humaniti68 Commission in
Cooperation with the National Endowment for
tha HumanitiflS and the Minnesota State Legislature.

The Nakedand the
Nude
by Alce Towle

AJ. WARM, on February 3, 1982, Judy
Roode, an assistant professor at Minneapolis
College of Art and Design and a gallery member, gavfl a slide/lecture entitled "The Neked
and the Nude". Ms. Roode, who does large
charcoal pencil drawings of the female nude,
Hplored this subject through the use of slides
dated from the paleolithic ere to the pr-esent.
The lecture had its origins in her research
which included Kenneth Clar1il's s!Btement.
"Empathy is at the opposite pole of creative
activity to the state of mincl that has produced
the nude". Based on that definition of the nude,
Judy decided that she was not drawing the
nude, which is a form of art, but drawing a
naked person. She calls herself e realist. who
interprets whet she sees, rather than 11.natura 1181.who draws what she sees.
Judy related Clark's definition to the
statement of John Berger: "To be naked isto be
one's self. To be nude is to ba seen naked by
others and yet not recognized for one's sell. A
naked body has to be seen as an object to
become nude".
The idea of power-who is the subject and
who is lhe owner or observer of the work of
art-and whether the naked body as represented inert hae more power than the nude was
one focus of the talk. She belie~ there is e
political meaning in the images of the slides
shown. The other focus was the real vs. the
ideal.
After Judy's lecture, Kate Johnson, Education Division Chair at the Minneapolis Institute
of Arts. gave a slide talk looking atthe nude in a
historical context. Her question at the conclusion was:"How do you deal with the feet es an
art historian that the nude has been stripped of
any meaning and no longer has the power to
titillate today, but that colleges and universities
are still emphasiz:ing the idealized nude as the
order of the day? They are 150 years behind the
times·•. '9'
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now, is easier-the birthing chair. the midwives, the pampers ...
M: I've had three babies, and with the first
two, I felt I was not doing it right, and I didn't
know why. When I had my third baby, I learned
the breathing techniques and all the other
things. Whet you basically learn is how to fell
into having the experience. It was not a painful
birth. But, isn't there a parallel there? Isn't
unlearning allowing something to break apart?
II: Getting back to talking about the time
when the babies were small. What I learned at
that point was about isolation and that was
really the point at which I learned to be creative.
I had to create a way for me to stay in touch with
who I was, to keep my head working. I begen to
write. I wrote letters. I began to real ire that the
letters were functioning for me es a journal. I
hed two or three people that I wrote to and I son
of knew that, but what really brought it home
wes when I went to visit one of these friends, I
found she had saved every one of them, and it
was good material, She wasn't the only person
who kept them. My sister savedevery one of my
letters from the time I left home to go to college.
She came to visit, and one night we read the
letters out loud. We took turns, she and Bob
Ochtrup and I-end when we were through it
was two in the morning. When I went to bed that
night, I thought I was going to die because my
entire life had just passed before me. I couldn't
wait to get up in the morning to find out what
was going to happen next.
A: That's a real validation, isn't it?
N: Absolutely. What I was trying to figure
out Is why ii was I learned to be basically a
Geisha, which 1understand is hiding behind a
fan ancl being demure end baing aware of the
other's pleasure.
H: The way that we are expected to act in
ourculture is reflected in sexual activity. We are
taught to be passive in our culture and our
aoclety-and to placate, to smo01h away, and
to go into the social routine and make sure
everybody is happy and pleased. It carries over
into the bedroom.
N: When you choose it consciously, it's
fine.
A: To think it's an obligation ...
N: Or it's your role in life ...
M: Or to think it'll ell fall apart if you don't
do it, is ba~.
N: A women called me from the St. Paul
press bac~use rm preparing a !elk fore one day
conferen¢e on romantic love that's happening
on tha tth for Valentine's Day. I've been having a lo of fun thinking about Valentine's Day
and th history of all the images associated
with Valentines. It was a nice little Interview on
the phone. Then she seid, "C&n a liberated
women ba romantic?" I said to her, "Yes, I think.
women can be romantic, but nowadays e
woman can do some of the romantic things a
man might do, like send flowers. You don't have
to be so stuck in e role, You can both eel out the
romantic myth. So once you le.nowthose amenities that make it wonder1ul or heighten the
experience of an encounter, you cen choose it
and choose to do it in a way that is not
demeaning". '9'

which I act, the place out of which I live my life.
It is the focus of my life.
N: One of the places I was most aware of
unlearning In my recent life was that I had to
unlearn that pregnancy and delivery were painful. I'd always heard that lo have a child, hurts.
A: It doesn't?
It It doesn't nave to.
A: You had a natural childbirth? I missed
out on eII of that.
H: I always thought they were rightf
S: I had two painful expariences in the
fifties.
A: Me too. They did everything wrong then!
M: Was the birth painful?

FlGUAE 7: ·vou ha'N lo forget what you
leemed ...t
N: Well, there was some pein righrwhile it
was happening. f had to ba moved from table to
table while I was in midcoritraction, end it was e
foot first delivery. It was very fast, but I didn't
experience it as pain. It hurt right at the lime it
was happening, and there were a few seconds
when I said I wouldn't do this again, but that
passed. It was so different from the mythology.
H: Before I had my fire! child, I figured out
that it didn't hurt as much es everybody said,
otherwise people wouldn't have more than one.
So, I figured they were all wrong. But when I
went into labor; I figured out then, that they
were right, and I had unlearned the wrong
thing! The saving thing of it is that the pain
stops-like that This allows you to go on and
heve another one.
A: lt's a short time ot pain to get that wonder1ul reward. Everything about having children
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Poetry Reading
by Monica Ochlrup

Four women poets read to a standingroom-only crowd on Friday, January 29, in the
(Slightly Early) Third Annual Valentine's Day
Reading. This event is received with an ever
Increasing popularity that is well deserved.
Once again, the work provided by these women
writers offered the audience a wide range of
viewpoint, content, and form.
Kate Green, author of The Bell in The
Silent Body, read both poetry and prose rising
out of her fife wtih her newborn son, her husband, rooted firmly in the earth of the neighborhood, community, work.
Anya Achtenberg, winner of the 1981
Academy of American Poets Prize, read poems
that offered a strong sense of place. Written out
of an energ:,, that has moved with this writer
from Brooklyn to Minnesota, the poems spoke
incisively about what is female, what is working
class, what is deprivation, what is survival.
Anya's first volume of poetry, I Know What The
Small Girl Knew. is forthcoming from Holy Cow
Press.
Reading from her book, The Salamander
Migration And Other Poems. as well as from
new work, Cary Waterman provided a focus on
those realities that can become visible when
the writer turns her attention to the details of
that common utensil: a daily life.
Along with other work. Jonis Agee chose
to read poems that appeared in this Journal
(Winter. 1981, Vol. 2 No. 1). A recipient of NEA
and MSAB Fellowships in writing, Joni s's work
foraged a rich frontier of psychological and
emotional material, giving yet another range of
sustenance. She ended the reading with a
prose piece, "After The Movies," which is part
of a fictional memoir still in the Writing and
called Hometown.
We were introduced into this evening of
Feminist Perspectives by Joyce Lyon, Project
Director for this year's series. Deborah Keenan,
Director of Programming at Compas, introduced the readers. ~tits inception, three years
ago. the thrust of this event was to bring artists
and writers together. This reading, co-sponsored with the Loft, is evidence of an almostbeyond-seating-capacity interest. T

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT

of the most influential events in their lives.
Phebe Hanson named Jill Breckenridge Haldeman as the most influential for her; the first
person to describe her as a poet.
Another question was asked of the panelists: What do we as feminist educators have to
give an exhausted establishment?
Toni McNaron. who teaches women's literature and Shakespeare (and who also writes
poetry and is writing "her life") stresses the
re-union of form and content and the energy
she finds in women-centered art. She talked
about "form languages" and body images being
Important. She spoke enthusiastically of ''Heartland" as a movie being made (mostly) by women and from a female point of view; the poems
of Emily Dickenson being about familiar things;
and of other women poets who use prepe_triarchal,early words. She introduced discussion of the sonnet and iambic pentameter
being a female creation originally. and the tradition of anonymous poetry probably being
femele, too.
Phebe Hanson spoke of teaching in a nonhierarchical way in a traditional school. She
deplores grades and tells her students grades
are "fluid"and can be talked about and debated.
She keeps her teaching on a personal level and
writes with the students. Her students keep
journals which are private. but can be read
aloud if the students desire. She tells them they
are all geniuses and everyone is a beginner
(who thinks everylhing Is possible); no one is
an expert (who thinks nothing is possible).
Elizabeth Erickson teaches an alternative
art class. Her students are told, "All you·r life is
welcome here. This is our life, too". She finds a
rhythmic vitality between work and daily life
comes from the apprenticeship tradition and
community. She feels artists go to the preverbal and out of that contribute the most
essential developments to society, and if only
2"Aiof the images are being done by women,
society will soon become a rhythmic and out of
kilter.
Sally Brown who co-teaches with Elizabeth also stresses the non-hierarchical and
says feminism demands that women take
charge of their own education. If you see or
read someone's work you like, call her up and
ask to be taught. Her idea of the definition of
"quality" is that which is found in the development of the individual to bring out her own
uniqueness and content; and to compete with
one's own work and not with a rigid standard
set from on high by unknown persons.
There were things in common the panelists
found useful in putting alternative, feminist
education to work. Two of them mentioned and
discussed were the forming of circles in which
to teach and talk and the keeping of journals. It
was exciting to hear such dynamic and dedicated teachers talk about their experience and
methods of carrying on a very-much-alive spirit
that was once thought put to rest. 'T

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT
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Approachesto
FeministArt
Education
by Allee Towle

On December 10th. 1981at WARM another
in the Feminist Perspective Series was presented. The panel discussion, ''Approaches to
Feminist Art Education," was moderated by
Sister Judith Stoughton, Department of Art,
College of St. Catherine. Panelists were Sally
Brown and Elizabeth Erickson, members of
WARM and teachers of art and feminism;
Phebe Hanson, teacher of writing at Minneapolis College of Art and Design and Continuing
Education for Women at the University of Minnesota; and Toni Mc Naron, teacher of Feminist
Studies. Department of English. University of
Minnesota.
As a means of introducing the panelists
and starting the discussion Sister Judith asked
them to answer: 1. What event or person was
important in influencing your present values
and choice of' work? 2. Describe your work/life
situation as a creative person and a feminist
educator.
Sister Judith described the birth of the St.
Catherine's Arts Core Program. She had gone
to a College Art Association Meeting in 1974
and attended a feminist caucus featuring a
panel of people which included Miriam Shapiro; for the first time she found the meeting
exciting and fun. When she returned to St.
Catherine's she took a look at the human price
that is paid for academic excellence in her college, one of the few left ln the country which is
dedicated to women's education. Sr. Judith,
with Carole Fisher. Ann Jennings and Robert
Nelson, planned and taught the Arts Core Program, a radical feminist art education program.
One of the more memorable events that
happened at St. Catherine's during that time
was the Judy Chicago show and the series of
public meetings accompanying it. Sister Judith
considered the program to be highly successtul, even though it was supressed by the total
faculty and the art faculty (after a year and with
7 months of interterence the program was
dropped). She said she has never seen more
energy created in the school before or since.
The proof of the program's success was
Indicated in the comments by Sally Brown. Elizabeth Erickson and Toni Mc Naron that the
program and the Judy Chicago show was one
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to think it through-but
you can't think it
through, so you settle for mincing a little when
he comes by with his cokes and his smile. It Is
probably the way some old people can't stay
with the thought of their own death: they begin
to think it through, but then they sheer off, like a
boat yawing-and settle for a moment of odd
trembling instead.
the railroad cuts, and seeing, too, when the
train bends, the wheels rubbing fast around the
track-ildges, all the soldiers up forward; they,
too, are hanging leisurely out the Dutchdoored platforms, waving-waving at the girl.
Now, we know such a girt has a natural landscape inside her, and that this landscape of
hers, if she keeps on looking at it, shows her our
proclivity for fighting our species to the death.
But back in 1943there wasn't this general psychology; the glassy, breakable young people
were offered a succession of axioms they
would have to unlearn; I was simply lucky in
having such a vivid drawing teacher who saved
me from all those still lives. ~
Carol Bly has written one book, Letters from
the Country, (Harper & Row, 1981 and essays,
short stories, and translations-and memoirs in
the women's journal anthology, Ariadne's
Thread. forthcoming from Harper & Row.

ScholarshopsAvailablefor
Rent-a-MentorProgram
WARM Gallery members will act as mentors for emerging local women artists through a
grant received from the Metropolitan Regional
Arts Council. Skills and expertise to be shared
by mentors include:
• instruction in various disciplinesdrawing painting, printmaking, etc.;
• criticism;
• the development of personal subject
matter:
• advice on setting up a studio;
• advice on career possibilities, jobs,
grants, galleries;
• advice on setting up working schedules which balarice the demand of career, family, job.
Meritors will meet with proteges for30 hours on
a one-to-one basis. Scholarships for two-thirds
of the mentor's salary will be covered by the
grant. For more information. call WARM Gallery, 332-5672.

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT

y aunt explained to Mrs
Sassoon that I did drawings which she could
see. as well as anyone,
she said, showed talent.
But the subjects of
them were so nasty.
She was right. She passed one to the artist. "Perhaps," my aunt said, "If she has talent, she
oughtto be working on something more promising. A still life perhaps."
My drawing showed a Japanese soldier
bayonetting an Americari officer, and drops of
blood in Crayolas splashed everywhere. I remember making him an officer so that the
pocketflaps on his uniform would have that
scalloped shape instead of straight across like
an enlisted man's-and the tiny center pleat.
"My God, how wonderful! How absolutely
marvelous!" Mrs..Sassoon shouted In that loud.
trilling way that confident Englist\Womensometimes use. She kept circilng round the studio,
her ankles In the expensive, messy trousers,
going fast past stretched canvases along the
walls. "Of course I will take her on!"
"Good!" my aunt said. "If she could get
onto something solid ..."
e tried to obey her. Stella shoved cloth into
wrinkles on a table. We
set some fruit on that,
and a pitcher or two. I
learnt to draw shadow
and light with charcoal.
After three weeks. Stella said, "It's no good
your doing these still-lifes! You should just draw
what you want to drawl"
"Then she hasn't enough talent to warrant
lessons?" my aunt wanted to know.
"O-talentl Plenty! But she must draw
what she sees and wants to drawl"
"People bayonetting other people!" my
aunt cried.
"Whatever strikes her mind!"the artist said.
n the over thirty-live years since
then, we have all learned the great
lore of our century: psychologypsychology which blessedly reassures us of our inner landscape_.
So now, conscientious relations
don't sneer at thirteen-year-olds
whose blood doesn't seem to run very warm, or
who aren't clear and forward-going, so to
speak-who seem to be wobbling right on the
starting line; now a young girl takes a train
through the southern mountains, through the
sundrenctied afternoons round the ravines of
laurel and honeysuckle, with the shacks of the
poor, white or black, suddenly appearing past
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A Memoir:
Unlearningthe
Pointof Art
Lessons
by Carol Bly

e are so sure that the
point of art lessons is to
learn to look, and then
to draw what we truly
see-but the crux is:
what do wetruly see?
I unlearned the
uses of drawing lessons in 1943. It was in a
beautiful winter resort town in the Blue Ridge
Mountain foothills. An aunt kept me. My mother had died the year before, my father was
bravely doing what later would stylishly be
called "coping"; I had brothers at war. I think I
was a jumpy, colorless sort of kid, whose best
hours were spent drawing, and rereading Japanese fairy tales.
Normally, in the spring, we would travel
north for the summer, on a train, since "A"
coupons didn't allow enough gas for driving.
Troops moved all over the United States then.
They erupted from trains in the shadowy platforms of Chicago's LaSalle Street Station: they
wandered about, nudging each other in the
ribs, or were arranged iri columns with the
bulgy gear, to enter other trains; there were
these long lines of jerky men, the sooty
draughts. the distracted conductors. I always
had a Pullman berth. but still, I would wake in
the middle of the night and feel the presence of
the soldiers in the forward coaches, trying to
sleep with arms and legs dangled out into the
aisles, wrists hanging off seatbacks, the fingers
fallen, rather. The way artists paint models' fingers drooping. It felt so odd to sleep in anything
so pleasant as a train-and to know that up in
the forward cars were large numbers of men
trained to kill in large numbers, and to expect to
be wounded or killed in large numbers. as well.
We didn't go north that summer. My aunt
took me to call on an English painter, who with
her charming husband lived in our winter resort
town. I wandered around the sunlighted studio
in surprise: I was aware that this woman was
what my family admired-someone who Is original. She and her cordial, wonderful-looking
husband gave us coca cola and sherry from a
little tray he offered, with a bow even to me. I
was delighted by the place. delighted by the
husband. Husband! That is a half-crazed pictureto a thirteen-year-old. You look at the husband, and think, "That is her husband!" and try
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Self-nominations will not be accepted. Nominees must be female, citizens of the United
States, and have celebrated their fortieth birthdays on or before November 1, 1981.
A nomination form may be obtained by
writing the Wonder Woman Foundation, 75
Rockefeller Plaza. New York, New York 10019.
They will be available in late April or early May.

a character trait, it rewards a kind of accomplishment-Helping Women--that has often
lacked recognition in the past
There is no restriction on the use of award
monies, which will be made in amounts up to
$10,000. However, the Foundation does make
its awards in the hope that it is helping recip•
ients continue their work.

About lhe Award Program
The Wonder Woman Award Program
marks the 40th Birthday of the Wonder Woman
comic book character created by William Moulton Marston. The Wonder Woman Foundation
is a non-profit organization created by D.C.
Comics and Warner Communications, Inc.
Two Minnesota women are working on the
Wonder Woman Award Program. Koryne Horbal, Columbia Heights, former U.S. Representative to the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women during tha Carter Administration. is Executive Director. Mary Bremer, a
Minneapolis writer. developed the conceptual
framework and language for the award program.
They comment on their experience:
Horbal: My feminism has taken different
forms during the last 10years. First I worked for
women in politics, then in government, and
now in the corporate world. It has been a real
challenge to bring an understanding of the
needs of-women into this new setting, and to
take the birthday of a comic figure and create a
serious Foundation. When I started this project
I found the corporate world saying, "Everything's been taken care of now-what more do
you women want?" Fortunately, Warner was
willing to listen, and to establish this Foundation whicn is like no other, because it directly
addresses the needs of individual women. The
political skills helped ma. And it certainly didn't
hurt that the president of D.C. Comics, which
produces Wonder Woman, is a woman!
Bramer: It's been a long time since I've
worked on a project like this-I mean one tnat
grabs me both personally and politically. For
example, there I was at my typewriter one night,
and I'd just finished writing that first paragraph.
the one about how frightening it is not to turn
your back on your own possibilities. It had
taken me a long time, and liked It. I knew I'd hit
on the core idea for the project. I was excited.
And all of a sudden I realized I had broken out
in hives. T

Women Puraulng Truth
This award honors intelligence, knowledge and honesty. The women receiving this
award are involved in the discovery and disclo-sureof existing realities. Their work may be in
any of a variety of settings-for example, in a
laboratory, classroom, courtroom, on a newspaper, alone at a typewriter.
Women Striving for Peace
This award honors positive and peaceful
relationships. The women in this category
promote peace, whether it be between nations,
races, sexes. communities, or Within the individual person. Whatever their fields of endeavor, their own internal peace leads others to
greater understanding, respect, equality, nonviolence and conflict-resolution.
Women Taking Rllkl
This award honors courage and strength
of character. These women accept challenges,
not for the sake of fame or danger, or from lack
of self~steem, but in order to achieve truly
important and difficult work. They persist in
their efforts, in spite of doubt and even despair.
They are purposeful and use mature judgment.
They may be women finding ways to survive in
extreme circumstances, pioneering in non•
traditional occupations or standing up for their
principles.
Women CreaUng New Realltles
This category honors creativity. The
awards are for women who have demonstrated
the ability to take the quantum step beyond
merely challenging the status quo in themselves and in society. They create new patterns
and connections. arrive at new insights. create
new opportunities. They maintain their creative
work in the face of both personal and social
obstacles: apathy, fear, conformity and selfishness. They could be artists or writers, community leaders, poHticians, scientists, businesswomen. inventors.
Women Helping Women
Although the women honored by this
award could well be nominated in another
category, they are singled out in this one for
their work to foster the personal and social
growth o1 women, and to make society more
hospitable to that growth. Their relationships
with women as well as theIr proposals to create
a better future for them are marked by insight,
generosity and a peaceful and constructive
approach.

DRAWINGS BY SONJIA ERICKSON, AGE 14
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Award Program Procedures
Individuals ao not themselves apply for
Wonder Woman Awards. but must be nominated by someone else or by an organization.

•
Wonder
Woman
Awards
by Mary Bremer

In every part of this country, there are
women who, at some point in their lives,
have the courage to look at themselves
in the bright light of honesty. What they
see ts always wonderful, and always terrifying. Wonderful because their abilities
are always greater than they could pos·
sibly have realized. Terrifying because
to fully claim or reclaim those abilities
Will require a long Journey through selfdoubt and difficulty. Some of these women do not turn their backs on this
vision of themselves and their ability to
grow and to do. They pursue and achieve
It. They are wonder women.
In November, 1982, the Wonder Woman
Foundation will award a total of $100,000 to
women engaged in this search for themselves.
who are finding the internal strength to change
themselves and the world for the better. The
Foundation is not necessarily seeking women
who have made Iha greatest or most widely
recognized contributions in their respective
fields. It is looking for women who have demonstrated such strength of character and personal growth that they have been able to make
both significant contributions in the past and
convincing plans for future work. They are
women who have worked in the face of personal limitations and external barriers, who ara
generous of spirit, and who demonstrate specific traits of character that make them truly
wonderful. They lnspire·other people, particularly women, to achieve their own aspirations.
For its first rouna of awards the Wonder
Woman Foundation has chosen to select only
women who have celebrated their fortieth
birthdays on or before November 1, 1981.This
is in oraer to honor mature women who represent the dignity of growth and development.
Four of the award categories call attention
to character traits: The awara for Pursuing
Truth honors lntelllgence and honesty: the
award for Striving for Equality and PHce
honors positive and peaceful relationships;
Taking Risks honors courage and strength of
character; Wortdng Creatively honors creativity. Accomplishments and plans in these four
categories may be in any field or fields, in
behalf of any group or cause. A fifth category is
different from the others. Rather than highlight
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Sandra Braman
:::iandraBraman was almost pulled out of
school in the fifth grade; thought to be unteachable. She went on to become a high school drop
out. Now, at age 30, she has made a permanent
move back to the Twl~ Cities after many years
away, during which she performed nationwide
as a storyteller in art galleries, coffeehouses,
and schools. She has had two books of poetry,
The One Verse City and Geretschky published
by Wolf Run Books of Eugene, Oregon. Her
poems have appeared in numerous literary
journals including, Truck, Credences, Sun &
Moon. with more forthcoming in Sutler, and
Island. Presently, Sandra writes book reviews
for the Minneapolis Tribune: has just finisnad a
children's book and is writing a Buckminster
Fuller Dictionary.

What They Say
for Robert and Alex

contempt for women-is another: the fear and
mistrust of other women, because other women are ourselves. The conviction that "women
are never really going to do anything," that
women's self-determination and sul"llival are
secondary to the "real'' revolution made by
men. that "our worst enemies are women.·• We
become our own worst enemies when we allow
our Inculcated self-hatred to turn such shallow
projections on each other. Another kind of destructiveness is misplaced compassion. A woman I know was recently raped; her first-and
typical-instinct was to feel sorry for the rapist;
who had held her at knife-point. When we begin
to feel compassion for ourselves and eaoh
other instead of our rapists. we will begin to be
immune to suicide. A fourth way is addition.
Addiction to "Love"-to the ideas of selfless,
sacrificial love as a somehow redemptive, a
female career; to se><as a junkie-trip, a way of
self-blurring or self-immolation. Addiction to
depression-the most acceptable way of living
out a female existence, since the depressed
cannot be held responsible, doctors will prescribe us pills, alcohol offer its blanket of blankness. Addiction to male approval: As long as
you can find a man to vouch for you, se><uallyor
intellectually, you must be somehow all right,
your existence vindicated. whatever the. price
you pay.
Self-trivialization, contempt for women
misplaced compassion, addiction; if we could
purge ourselves of this quadruple poison, we
would have minds and bodies more poised for
the act of survival and rebuilding. Y
Reprinted with the permission of Adrienne Rich
from her book, On Lies. Secrets and Silence,
and W.W.Norton + Compan,y,Inc., Publisher, \Q
1979 by W.W. Norton + Company. Inc.

What the myths say when I
listen, steps out
of the surround

AdrienneRich
for Anne Sexton
Many women writers, learning of her death,
have been trying to reconcile our feelings
about her poetry, her suicide at forty-five. with
the lives we are trying to stay alive in. We have
had enough suicidal women poets, enough
suicidal women, enough of self-destructiveness
as the sole form of violence permitted to
women.
I would like to list, in Anne's honor and
memory, some of the ways in which we destroy
ourselves. Self-trivialization is one. Believing
the lie that women are not capable of major
creations. Not taking ourselves or our work
seriously enough; always finding the needs of
others more demanding than our own. Being
content to produce intellectual or artistic work
in which we imitate men, in which we lie to
ourselves and each other, in whicn we do not
press to our fullest possibilities. to which we fail
to give the attention and hard work we would
give to a child or a lover. Horizontal hostility-

CONTINUE
UPPERLEFT

with grace,
and with an architectonic
muster, of power against
my eardrums, my retinae.
they say glistens at
the bus stop.

What

in faces new on mine, but no familiar. I am
older, and life seeks
to become typical.
Anymore,
it's hard
to surprise me.
I hear what
they say.

ACTUAL CONVERSATION OVERHEARD AT WARM. BY PAULA MYRICK.
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It was 1971
We climbed the hill in
Haifa:Viet Nam
stood
behind and ahead
of us; friends
lost
through chemical severity
or religious. We
ourselves,

He-who-wakes-up-,tlnglng
(beforethe war)
or
(aft9r the war)
He-who-wake1-us,-.nemletslnglng
How could he have
known
the sun
would rise as they crawled
across
fields?

intense like other petro's, ate
no meat, saw letters flying
through air.

He-who-sits-on-a-chair,
smlllng-sldeways
Conditional
Tired ot mood,
and mood-conquering.
Tired of movement,
as of specialization.
In the general way,
now,
I wait for change. I am
tired
of speculation and
of possibility; tired,
and it is too much now,
to say this,
again,
my youth is over.

He is always
going
away and coming
back,
through the
trees.

new: a mirror,
a chair.
A gun. He is the only
man in town who knows
what
todo with

has slid
as the sun
sometime
do get covered a religious feat
weshare
in this curved loss
not once
has sin meant anything else
but movement - a crossing
over god
or what we consider,
what constellation
y.,eadmit
i consider
weloved
ea.ch other

we let
this happen
ourselves

8-23-81

they come

They leave
their crops
standing in fields,
to hear him;
sleep at
their sides.

But doesn't
every man
cross his own sins/
see them lose
their lustre/
our love

the shine
turned
to luster

Every time,
there is some
thing

these things;
from all
around.

To Friends

I found my hand clenched
when I awoke this morning,
dreaming nothing,
seemingly mature

machetes
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much material: the editor, Sophie Oorothea
Gallwitz, frequently deleted references to art
and personal matters which might embarrass
the family . .After years of persistent research,
Gunter Busch and his assistants at the Kunsthalle Bremen in 1979 published a revised, fully
annotated. and greatly expanded edition, including newly released letters from the artist,
her parents and sisters, and the Rilke archives
(hereafter cited as PMB 1979).
Because of difficulties with copyright permissions and the prior rights of another translator, Radycki used the 1920edition for hertranslation; 6 she also incorporated some important
additions from other older sources. Her
strength lies not in the actual translation, which
occasionally is incorrect, imprecise, or misleading, but in the intelligent preface and explanatory notes besed on careful historical
research. She writes well, with consistent feminist consciousness; indeed, she Is a far better
writer than translator. In a fine introduction, art
historian Alessandra Comini evaluates Modersohn-Becker's achievements within a broader
social and cultural context. The epilogue is an
unexpected pleasure: Adreinne Rich's; fresh
translation (with Lilly Engler) of Rainer Maria
Rilke's "Requiem" and Rich's Poignant reply,
«Paula Becker to Clara Westhoff'' (reprinted
from The Dreams of a Common Language:
Poems 1974-1977, New York: Norton, 1978).
The Perry and Aadycki books complement
each other well, and are discussed here together. Actually, Radycki presents a better biography for the earlier years. Becker's notations
about art also are concentrated in the section
devoted to the early years since Gallwitz frequently omitted later references to French
painters. Although Perry lists the 1979 edition
in her bibliogrpahy. she too does not exploit the
new materials. She does try. however, to cover
the full range of Modersohn-Becker's painting
themes (women, children, peasants, landscc1pe
and still life, portraits, and self-portraits),
though her very brief text cannot do justice to
these riches.'
This review essay will focus on Moder•
sohn-Becker·s biography, her relationships
with her husband and ttie Rilkes and the theme
of motherhood, which was so often present in
her journals. letters, and art.
Perry quickly passes over Paula Becker's
earliest training, while Radycki translates and
annotates well the letters written by the 16year-old living in London with her Aunt Marie
while attending a private art school (letters of
21 and 28 October 1892). Back in Bremen, her
parents insisted she attend a teachers' semi•
nary to secure some practical means to earn
her living. But when they permitted her to
resume her art studies, she expresses delight
and gratitude to her parents in letters obviously
designed to entertaJn. At the best art school
open to women, founded by the Association of
Women Artists in Berlin,• Becker's first drawing
teacher instructed by insult at each student's
easel: "Trash! Trash! No?" and again, ''Nuscht!
Nuscht! Rien! Nothing! Nothing! Work with
devotion, with passion!" (16 April 1896). First
"elarmed," then much amused, e weeklater she

appreciated in Germany (her centennial in
1976was celebrated with important exhibitions
abroad). but original paintings are diffiuclt to
see in this country.' The historic ''Women
Artists: 1550-1950" exhibition included five of
her works, four from private collections, and
the one masterpiece in an American Museum.
the Detroit Art lnstitute's Old Peasant Woman
Praying (1905). The Paula Modersohn-Becker
Haus, Bremen. sent the super!) Reclining
Mother and Child (1906) for the Post-Impressionism exhibition in London (1979-80) and
Washington (1980), and she was the only woman artist included in the vast 1980-1981show in
NewYork and San Fransisco: "ExpressionismA German Intuition.'"'
Gillian Perry now has tried to fill a major
gap with the first fully illustrated book about
Modersohn-Becker's life and work in the English language. After a helpful blograhical outline, she presents a rich overview of the artist's
life and accomplishments (perhaps with too
many unfamiliar names (crammed into six
pages). The next chapter, possibly her best,
discusses Worpswede, the picturesque artists'
colony near Bremen where Modersohn-Becker
spent much of her adult life.' Perry here shows
sensitivity to women's experiences within the
larger German and French cultures. The following chapter on Images of Women, however,
reveals the main shortcoming of the bookproblems of organization. Despite the title, this
section focuses on Paula Becker's early training in Berlin a.nd Paris art schools; and drawings of both male and female models amplify
the text. Also illustrated are peasant women
(mostly with children) and a self-portrait,
though these are treated separately in later
chapters. Subject matter, indeed, was important to the artist, and previously published
German exhibition catalogues and monographs also emphasize her subject categories.
The danger of this approach, however-and it
is troublesome In Perry's book-is that such
fragmentation Impedes our understanding of
Modersohn-Becker's stylistic growth. and of
her art as a unified, satisfying whole. Perry's
interpretation of individual works is meager
and overly cautious. and usually relies on older
discussions. Nevertheless. there is much information for which the general reader will be
grateful. Also helpful are the 25 color plates
(unfortunately of diverse quality),• nearly 100
duotone illustrations, and footnotes and bibli·
ography; there is no index.
Diane Radycki has undertaken another
long-overdue task: the translation of Modersohn-Becker's letters and journals, partly familiar to English readers from samples in other
writings about the artist. The first standard
German edition of the letters and journals, published in 1920 (excerpts had appeared In 1913,
1917, and 1919), v.ient through 14 printings in
the Nazi period; and excellent postwar edition
of 1949 was rearranged into a popular paperback in 1957. Many sctiolars of Modersohn•
Becker's art, however, regret the popularity of
this tong-time bestseller because it overemphasizes the youthful heroine at the expense of
the artistic persona. The 1920 edition omitted

•

Paula
Modersohn-Becker
This article is reprinted from The Women's Art
Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, Fall 1981/Winter 1982.
pps. 54-60 with permission of the editor Elsa
Honig Fine. (For more information about the
The Women's Art Journal, see page 38.)

PAULA MODERSOHN-BECKER:
HerLileandWork,
by Gillian Perry. Harper & Row, 1979.
THE LETTERS AND JOURNALS OF PAUL.A
MODERSOHN-BECKER, translated and annotated by J. Dian& Radycki. Scarecrow Press,
1980.

Reviewed by Ellen C. Oppler
(for Linda Nochlin)
Paula Modersohn-Becker is no stranger to
American an lovers. Included since the 1950s
in surveys of modern art, especially German
Expressionism. she had been featured increasingly since the 1970s in books and articles
about women artists.' Her work has long been

PAULA MODERSOHN-BECKER
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lin letters, is another example where comparison might have proved enlightening.
Tne journal entries during ModersohnBecker's second trip to Paris (1903)-the first
since her marriage-are significant in that they
clarify her artistic goals: again, these must be
related to her paintings. A collection of old Japanese paintings and sculpture inspired this
command to herself: "stress what's important 1!"
(15 February 1903; Radycki's notes 9 and 10
indicate that this was the large Hayashi Collection coming up for auction.)
Emphasis on "the essential" and "the greatest simplicity" drove her to simplify forms., to
reduce modeling, and even to approximate the
two-dimensionality of Japanese painting. At
the same lime, she wanted to retain lifelike qualities and she looked for a special texture that
she termed Das Krause-A word difficult to
translate except by context and application to
her work:
I have to learn to express the gentle
vibration in things. Das Krause in slch. I
have to find expression for it in drawing
too-the way I've drawn nudes here in
Paris, only observed the more originality
and hence more sensitively ...Strive for
the greatest simplicity by means of the
most intimate observation. This is greatness ....Getting back to the "Krause an
sich." I find old marble and sandstone
statues that have been exposed to the
weather so pleasing because of their
rough surface (20 February 1·903).
This lest sentence is quite explicit; Radycki's translations of Das Krause as the curl In
them," and "the curl itself" miss the point
entirely. 1• (With problematic translations of
crucial words or phrases. it is advisable to c.ite
the original German in a note.)
This rough, pitted, scratchy texture appears most often In Modersohn-Becker's paintings during 1903,but extends even into 1905,
and can be seen clearly in Perry's plates VI
(1903 Self-portrait). X. and XI, and in figures 74
and 83 (Portrait of Clara Rilke, 1905). Perry's
translation, "the intrlnsicially rough texture"
(Peffy, 53) is correct; though somewhat confusingly, she illustrates a late example, a 1906
painting whose impressionistic brushstroke is
of a different quality (fig. 40). later. on page
136, Perry refers back to the "rough 'coarsegrained' texture" of the 1903 self portrait (plate
Vt)~again an example of poor organization.
Modersohn-Becker's technical experiments to
roughen the paint surface, sometimes using
the end of the brush, -havehad disadvantages in
that dirt and darkened varnish became trapped
in the irregular paint surface. (Forexmapte, the
Reclining Nude (Perry fig. 32; Radycki near
174] included in the 1980 German Expressionism show needed careful cleaning: the skin
appeared mottled and unpleasantly pockmarked.)
Ironically, just when Modersohn-Becker
was discovering her artistic direction in Paris,
she was introduced to Rodin with Rilke's note
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Kalckreuth's 1894painting (Perry, tig. 68) opposite Modersohn-Becker·s Old Peasant of 1903,
a timeless image of age.
On the other hand, Becker's appreciation
of Otto Modersohn grew: 'There is something
gentle and sympathetic about his eyes. His
landscapes, which I've seen in exhibitions, have
a profound mood .... I'd like to get to know him,
this Modersohn'' (Summer 1897, 31). Genuine
affection develops after Helene Modersohn's
sudden death in June 1900.'3 By mid-September they were secretly engaged. Paula uses
the familiar Du for the first time she resists
Otto's desire for greater intimacy: Gallwitz's
subtle edition veils the erotic content: "First we
must pick the thousand other flowers from our
garden of love [garden of fife in 1920] befor~ we
can gather for ourselves the marvelous deep
[red] rose, one beautiful.hour" (Radycki, 153).14
Paula's frequent, tender letters demonstrate that she truly cared for the older painter,
but engagement to Otto also solved a family
problem. After his early retirement from the
national railroads administration, Paula's father
worrried constantly about his children's ability
to become self-supporting and kept pressuring
his artistic daughter to take a position as a
governess (3 July 1900). During her engagement she thought often about having chldren,
and made plans tor a new house for Otto and
their children (Radycki, 183).''
To prepare for her marriage, Paula was
sent to cooking school in Ber1in (which she
described with great humor), but quickly escaped to the National Gallery, writing Otto: "I
was in the museum today and heard cherubs
singing in heaven. It was so beautiful that I just
had to tell you ii.bout it. Art is the most beautiful
thing in the world" (15 January 1901). She mentioned old German masters. Rembrandt. and
Velazquez, but the modern Swiss painter, Arnold Bocklin, fascinated her most (15 and 17
January). Her next letter to o·tto mourned
Bocklin's unexpected death: "It was a beautiful
death. By that I mean, he still had so much more
in him. [Radycki's words are imprecise: "I mean
there was so much to him."} He was not one of
those who was gradually hollowed out by the
forces of time'' (18 January 1910).
But what can be made of Radycki's translation: "yeste1day, a festive hour with Bocklin,"
written January 31, almost two weeks after his
death? The Feierstunde was not a "festive
hour," but a solemn memorial at which the director of the Hamburg Museum, Alfred Lichtwark. spoke. Had Radycki consulted the 1979
edition she would have found the postscript
which Gallwitz had omitted: Becker praised
lichlwark's ·lecture as very pertinent and not
the least bombastic (PMB 1979, 278 and 540,
notes). Since Becker discusses Bocklin in so
many letters (there are other examples), Perry
might have speculated about his affect on her
art. The comparison is not obvious, but Murken-Altrogge makes a persuasive compariso.n
of Bocklln's remarkably simplified small Judith
figure With a Modersohn-Becker study, c. 1906
(Murken-Altrogge: figs. 28 and 29); her Young
Girl with Yellow Flowers (Perry, fig. 46), painted
1902 and thus chronically closest tot-he Bock-

lt!cognized that "Herr A appears to be a splendid teacher.''"
Next she studied partraiture with Fraulein
Jeanne Bauck 10 whom she grew to admire.
Nevertheless, her letters home provide deprecating and amusing descriptions (5 March
1897): "Unfortunately she [Bauck] looks like
most (women] artists {Kunst/erinnenj, rather
"shabby-shaggy''-an apt and inventive translation of ruppig-struppig. adjectives which
Becker later applies to her own countrified
dress (12 February 1897).
Paula Becker first visited Worpswede In
Summer 1897, settling there in late 1898. Perry
documents and illustrates the cultural climate
of this Weltdorf, 11 a village which was a world
onto itself yet open to the world-attracting
painters and distinguished writers. A newly
published letter to her brother Kurt, however,
proves Becker's early discovery of the painters
in Bremen. even before tlley gained fame and
fortune in the International Glaspalast Exhibition of Munich. With a more open and imaginative mind than the local critic (Who dismissed
the Worpswede gallery as a place for raughter:
Lach-Kabinett), she singled out work by the
very men who would most affect her life and
early work. Fritz Mackensen·s Sermon on the
Moor (Awarded a gold medal in Munich) fascinated her: "so true life ...of course all tremendously realistic but really terrific" (PMB 1979,
27 April 1895). Otto Modersohn also interested
her"enormously," expecially his personal color
sense and way of catching different moods
over the heath. Again her taste coincided with
that of enlightened experts: the Munich Staatsgalerie acquired Modersohn's Storm over Teufelsmoor; Bremen art patrons in 1895 gave his
Autumn in the Moors, as well as Mack.ensen·s
Infant, to the Bremen Kunsthalle. (See Perry
figures 7, 9, 38.)
Paula Becker first saw Worpswede as a
magical -placewith Versunl<ene Glocke atmosphere-reflecting,Gerhardt Hauptmann's fairytaJedrama of 1896 (Perry, 13: Aadycki, 35, note
2). By the end of the next year. however, she
rejected this mood as a fleeting dream: the true
Worpswede spirit will be ''an intense striving
and living for art wrestling and struggling with
all my strength" (16 December 1989). She also
complained about her teacher Mackensen, who
insisted on ''devoted copying of nature-that's
what I'm supposed to learn. I !et my own little
self into the foreground too much." Visiting the
Exposition Universelle ·during her first Paris
trip, she contrasted French and German art and
decided that ·'we stick too much to the past in
Germany" (Radycki, 135). Characteristically,
Gallwitz deleted Becker's sl'larp comment. no
doubt out of tactful consideration for respected
elders: "Liebermann, Macken sen and company.
They are all much too much stuck being conventional" (PMB 1979, early May 1900). 12 By
1902, Modersohn-Becker had clearly rejected
Mackensen's art as "not broad enough for me.
It's too genre-like" (1 December 1902): instead,
she admired the "strange runic character" of
Leopold von Kalckreuth's old women with
geese. Although Perry does not explain adequately what this means. she does reproduce
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painted little. Furthermore, her work was flatter
and more abstract in the last year of her life.
A letter dated 26 November 1905 prepares
her mother for another trip to Paris, and possible separation form Otto:
rm secretly planning a little trip to Paris
again. for which I've already saved fifty
marks. Otto .. on the other hand. feels
utterly comfortable. He needs activity
only as a rest from his art, and he's
always satisfied. I get the strong desire
from time to time to experience something else. That one is so terribly stuck
when one is married, is rather hard ....
In Paris she responded, desparately to a
sympathetic letter from home:
Yes, Mother, I couldn't stand it any
longer, and I'll probably never be able to
stand it again either. It was all too confining for me and not what-and always
less of what-I needed. Now I am beginning a new life. Don't interfere, just let
me be. It's so very beautiful. This last
week I've been living as if in ecstacy (8
May 1906).
A note that same month to sister Milly is
even more jubilant:
I am going to become something-l;m
living the most intensely happy period of
my life. Pray for me. Send me sixty
francs for models' fees. Thanks. Never
lose faith in me.

A major reason for this burst of happiness
and creative energy was her meeting sculptor
Bernhard Hoetger. He visited her studio and
praised the work he saw. She wrote him immediately: "You've given me myself. Now I have
courage.""
Moclersohn-Becker's work is difficult to
order chronologically; paintings are rarely
dated, and thus written sources are extremely
valuable. For this ecstatic Paris spring, however, there is a significantly inscribed painting:
the daring self-portrait, half-nude, as if pregnant (Perry, plate XIV). "I painted this at age 30
on my 6. wedding day" [25 May 1906]. she
wrote on the canvas. signed with the initials of'
her maiden name, P.B. The painting may be
interpreted variously: it may be an existential
statement about the conflict between her creative and potentially pregnant self, or a portrait
of the artist as a vessel carrying another kind of
precious fruit, her art." The painting also prostylistic clues for undated works. The very light
tonality, rounded modeling, even the spotted
wallpaper, can be related to the Parisian Mother
and Child paintings of 1906 (Perry, plates 40,
41). The Italian model who posed with her own
baby was also the model for the artist's mother
and child masterpiece: Reclining Mothar and
Child, also from 1906 (Perry, plate XVIII). Painted in whites and earth colors, this maternal
creature is literally down to earth. curled around
her baby like a protective animal.

people took delight in me" (30 March 1899).
The year19D5 was crucial. She painted the
Worpswede peasant pictures, among her most
significant works. and finally recognized that
she had outgrown Otto personally and artisti-cally. In February 1905.she returned to Paris
for a third visit. She worked from nude models
at the Academie Julian, but more importantly,
she visited contemporary art galleries, sougnt
out artists who interested her. and attended the
van Gogh retrospective at the Salon des Independents. When Otto joined her briefly in late
March, the visit was a disaster. The 1920edition
(and hence Radycki's book) omits a brutally
frank Iette r to sister Erma:
He was terribly jealous of Paris, of
French art, French lightness of spirit,
Boulevard Miehe Bulgarians, etc. He
imagined that I'd love to stay in Paris,
that I didn't value Worpswede. Well you
know what he's like. He sank under
those ideas and pretty much spoiled the
last week for me (PMB 1979, 21 April
1905).'"
In this same letter Modersohn-Becker indicates that she had already
become interested in Gauguin. over a year
before his 1906 retrospective in the Salon d'Automne. She asks Erma to price Gauguin's NoaNoa, and refers to Ohartes Morice's essay on
Gau1:1uinin the Mercure de France (1903). This
reference seems to confirm that the great peasant protraits which recall the works of both
van Gogh and Gauguin were painted during
Summer 1905.'° Old Peasant Woman Praying
and Poorhouse Woman with Glass Bowl (Perry,
plate XV) are dated 1906and 1906n by Radycki
and Perry. both of whom cautiously follow tradition chronology. Yet these typically Worpswede peasants would not have been painted
in 1906, the year she spent in Paris, nor 1907,
during her pregnancy in Worpswede, when she

as ''the wife of a very distinguished German
painter" (Radycki, note 23, 244). Furthermore,
Rilke's just-published monograph on Worpswede mentioned neither tiis wife. the sculpture and Rodin student Clara Rill<e-Westhoff,
nor Modersohn-Becker. whose studio he visited
frequently before her marriage. Perry finds this
··surprising," since she thought that Worpswede, like other artist' colonies inspired by
Barbizon. "provided a relatively tolerant atmosphere in which a woman artist could pursue
a career" (Perry, 8). She concludes correctly,
however. that Rilke "did not regard them as
serious artists" (Perry, 9). In fact, he had barely
noticed Paula Becker's work.'' According to
Modersohn, his wife's family also underestimated her talent: "They don't take her seriously.
And the same in Worpswede-Her work is
never asked about-(11 Marcil 1902;1• Rilke
was writing the Worpswede monograph that
very spring!)
The young artist's estrangement from the
Worpswede group appears surprisingly early.
She wrote her family in February 1899:"I feel I
will grow away from here"; she retreated to her
beloved studio at Farmer Brunje's and rarely
showed her work to other painters. But at times
she seemed quite willing to play the feminine
role assigned attractive women students-to
grace frequent parties and to dance. She enjoyed "the feminine feeling that my new green
velvet dress looked wonderful and that severe.I

'The mother and child theme began as
early as 1898. In her chapter Images of Women,
Perry quotes Becker's October 29, 1898, journal entry describing a young peasant mother
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...it seems to me that you've laid down so
. much of your old self, like a cloak spread
for your king to step on. For your sake,
for the world's sake. for arfs, and for my
own, I'd like you to wear your golden
cloa.k again {Radycki, 202; PMB 1979, 10
February 1902).
By 1903. Modersohn-Becker was seeing
the Rilkes again in Paris. In a 1905 portrait she
portrayed Clara as a serious. deeply tro.ubled
woman (Perry, fig. 83and 127 where Perrys.ees
"aloofness or emotional distance''). On the contrary, Paula wrote her mother about the painting sessions: ·rm happy to be seeing Clara
Rilke frequently like.this. In spite o.fevery1hing I
atill like her the best" (.26 No11ember1905).
Clara recalls how they talked, and how Paula
-pt as she spoke of her need to get back into
the wortd. 27 Paula also shared her plans to
return to Paris in a letter to Rilke which she
Cloeenot know how to sign: "I am not Modereohn and I am also no longer Paula Becker.""
Without citing her sources Radycki vividly
describes a romantic reunion with Rilke who
elledgedly met Modersohn-Becker at the station with flowers and a hundred man<note."" In
May he posed for a portrait, which Perry describes simply as Modersohn-Becker's ''parsonal
statement about Rilke" (Perry, 130 and plate
XVI). In fact, it is a devastating likeness. with
prominent red lips opening to speak and vacant
eye,sthflt may suggest the poet's vision but are
dead to this world and human commitments.
Little wonder that Rilke did not show up for his
last sitting in mid-June 1906, and never acknowledged the portrait.'°
After pressure from family and friends
("Hoetger preached to me all evening"-16
September 1906), Paulagave-in to tl'le demands
of Otto and <i>fconventional life, and there wasa
reconciliation in Paris. His arrival with its social
and domestic distractions kept her from working and made her unhappy: "I don't enjoy life
without work for very long'' she admitted to her
mother (1 November 1906). She gave Clara an
honest explanation which was a rationalization
for herself as well, signing the letter Paula
Modersohn and using the formal Sie, as always:
I plan to return to my former life. with
some modifications. I myself have also
become different, somewhat more independent and no longer filled with too
many illusions. This summer I recongized that I am not the kind of woman
who can stand alone by herself ... Only
the future Will clarify to us whether I'm
being "gutsy" [schneidigJ. The main
thing is: peace and quiet for my work
and that. in the long run, I have most at
the side of Otto Modersohn (PMB 1979,
17 November 1906).
During the last fortnight of her pregnancy.
Modersol'ln-Becker thought constantly about
Paris where the Salon d'Automne included the
great Cezanne memorial exhibition. Her richest
letter about art and personal feelings, with a
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studies that reinforced "1henotion of woman as
a kind of ·earth mother' figure whose role in life
was essentially that of Childbearing" (Perry, 62)
were popularized in the 1890s. Most signiflant
was Johann Jakob Bachofen·s Das Mutterrecht
(1861; selections in Myth, Religion. and Mother
Right. Princeton, 1967), whose mythic Divine
Mother can be found not only in ModersohnBecker's noble late maternities. but In early letters as well. On Christmas Day 1900 she wrote
to her betrothed:
You realize this is a special holiday for
women because these tidings of motherhood still live on in every woman. It's
all so holy. It's a mystery that for me is
deep and impenetrable and delicate and
all-embracing. I bow down before this
mystery whenever I meet it I kneel in
humility before it. Birth and death are my
religion because I can not understand
them.
This mystery is recaptured in the Kneeling
Mother and Child (Perry, plate XXV-one of the
last Parisian maternities of 1907) where the
dark features end heavy body of the mother ere
abstracted like a primitive wooden fertility
icon."' Perry discusses this work at some length
and relates it, correctly, to other monumental
mothers holding children, fruit or flowers. Since
examples are scattered throughout the text, the
diHerences between these symbolic mothers
{and their rote in Bachofen cult) and the realisitc peasant mot-hersof Worpswede never become clear. Nor does Perry suggest cqnnections between these maternities and Modersohn-Becker's fascinating late self-portraits.
The mystery of of death is clearly implied in the
Self-Poruait with Camellia Branch (Perry, 136
and fig. 92) whos:edebt to Coptic mummy portraits from Fayum has long been recognized.ae
The mystery of life and creativity-not necessarily biological fertility but artistic creation-is
expressed in the half-nude Self-Portrait with
Amber Necklace. The work was important
enough for the artist to have painted two versions, a study on cardboard {Perry, plate XXI)
and the more finished oil on C!lnvas in the Basel
Museum. Even with this vital, sensuously physical image, one cannot help remembering Paula
Becker's intimations of early death: "And if love
blooms for me before I go and if I paint three
good pictures. then I can leave willingly with
flowers in my hands and hair'' (26 July 1900).
For somewhere there is an old enmity
between life and the great work
Rilke's memorable lines describe Modersohn-Becker's personal dilemma in 1906, and
also suggest the complex. often painful ties
among the three friends. When ModersohnBecker wrote in 1902 that during her first year
of marri.;ige she had often wept, she continued:
"My heart longs tor one soul whose name is
Clara Westhoff. We're no tonger able to find
each other. We're gotng different ways"(March
1902). Their friendship had been disrupted by
Westhoff's marriage to Rilke, who required
exclusive devotion, and the speedy arrival of a
baby. Paula accuses her friend:

breastfeeding her infant and jealous four-yea.r
old: "And the woman was giving her life and her
youth and strength to the child in all simplicity,
without realizing that she was a heroic figure"
(Perry, 57). Becker rarely expressed such clear
insight into the plight of these young women.
Two months later she drew a robust blonde:
"there's something of great Mother Nature .,.,,,th
her full breasts in this sensuality. She must be
drawn as a mother. her one true purpose" (15
and 16 December 1898). Yet Becker's idealized
image is curiously at variance with the woman's
reality: the woman had been "locked up for four
weeks because she and her man treated their
illegitimate child so badly."
Nevertheless, Modersohn-Becker caught
the harsh qu.ality of her peasants' lives. their
poverty and their too many unwanted children.
Her Nursing Mother of 1903.for instance. is old
before her time. Tired, she absentmindedly
suckles her infant (Perry. fig. 59). 23 Similar emotional detachment marks the Peasant Woman
snd Child (c. 1903; Perry, fig. 39), especially
when contrasted with Mackensen's mother
tenderly looking at her nursing infant (Perry,
fig. 38) and popularly called Worpswede Madonna (1892). Modersohn-Becker's peasant
mother is viewed up close. The artist avoids
Mackensen's sentimental religiosity by removing the figure from her peat cart "throne"
(Perry, 62). Even In her most realistic portraits,
however, Modersohn-Becker lacks the social
protest characteristic of Kathe Kollwitz. The
latter was indicting B·erlin society when she
drew from her experience as a doctor's wife in
the proletarian district of Bertin. (See Pregnant.
1898. and the mothers and pregnant women in
"Images of Wretchedness•· published in SimpliclSSimus, 1909.)
Summarizing the mother and child theme
popular in Worpswede, Perry cites several
influential books that might have been discussed by the artists. But there is no Indication
wt,atsoever that Paula Becker read Socialist
August Bebe1 (Women, Past, Present and Future or Woman under Socialism. both published in the 1880s) or Klara Zelkin (Women
Workers and the Women's Movement Today.
1893). or Century of the Child (1902 in Germany) by the Swedish feminist and reformer,
Ellen Key, whom she met through Ritke.2 • Quite
the contrary: "The emancipation of women is
very unsightly when they appear in gangs" she
.,.,,rotefrom Berlin in January 1901. At a time
1Nhensocialist-feminist writers were "attempting to dispel the prevalent myth that motherhood was the only calling for women" {Perry.
62). Becker experienced conflict:
I am beginning to awaken. I am becoming a woman. The child begins to recognize life. the purpose of woman. and
awaits her fulfillment. II will be beautiful,
wonderful....Then I cry, "When will it
happen? Soon?" And art answers, it
wants two more serious, undivided years
of work (Radycki, 125; dated c. 13 April
1900, PMS 1979)
Possibly as a reaction to the social'istfeminist movement, old pseudo-anthropoligical
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Ellen C. Opp/er, Associate Professor of Fine
Arts, has taught classes on Women and Art at
Syracuse University since 1973. She Is the
author of "Paula Modersohn-Becker: Some
Facts and Legends," Art Journal (Summer
1976), 364-69, and the Modersohn-Becker entries in Women Artists: 1550-1950, 273-80. Her
Columbia University dissertation, Fauvism Reexamined, was published in 1976 by Garland
Press. She has a new book forthcoming, Picasso's Guernica, in the series: Norton Critical
Studies in Art History.
FOOTNOTES:

1. See Alfred Werner, American Artist (June
1973): Martha Davidson, The Feminist Art
Journal (Winter 1973-74); Bien C. Oppter
Art Journal (Summer 1976); and Heidi
Blocher, Womanart (Spring-Summer
1977). Among histories of women artists,
see Eleanor Tufts, Our Hidden Heritage
(1974); Karen Peterson and J.J. Wilson,
Women Artists (1976); Germaine Greer,
The Obstacle Race (1979): Elsa Honig
Fine, Women and Art (1978).
2. The catalogue, Paula Modersohn-Becker
zum hundertsten Gerburstage, by Gunter
Busch and associates at the Kunsthalle
Bremen, 1976. remains an invaluable research tool. The Von der Heydt-Museum,
Wuppertat, and the Hamburg Kunstverein
also produced line anniversary catalogues
in 1976.
3. The "Women Artists: 1550-1950" exhibition was seen in Los Angeles, Austin,
Pittsburgh and Brooklyn In 1977. For his
review of the German Expressionist exhibition John Russell selected ModersohnBecker's Self-Portrait with Camel/fa
Branch as his only illustration (New York
Times, November 14, 1980).
4. Perry's doctoral dissertation (University of
-Sussex)was a study of Modersohn-Becker
and Worpswede. The artists' colony was
started In 1889 by three art students: Fritz
Mackensen, Hans am Ende and Otto

but" the process of life, for which we
gave up everything in order to share its
wealth (Radycki, 313).
A year later, Rilke voiced his grief and rage
that this artist had succombed to such ordinary
human fate. had died "as women used to die in
olden times ... the death of women after birth."
The new translation of Rilke's "Requiem" by
Adrienne Rich captures the immediacy and
conversational tone of his dialogue with
Modersohn-Becker. whose spirit continued to
haunt him. A profound and frequently quoted
excerpt describing her late self-portraits shows
that he knew and valued even her most private
work:

For that you understood: the fruits in their
ripeness.
You set them in bowls before you.
balanced out their heaviness with color.
And, just like fruit, you saw the women. too,
and saw the children so, pressed from within
to find the contours of their being.
And last of all you saw yourself like fruit.
peeled yourself out of your clothes, carried
yourself
to the mirror, entering into it.
Only your looking stayed outside, large,
and did not say: This is me. but This is.33
The Paula Modersohn-Becker legend Is
growing. However, we should not let her affecting life story distract us from seeing what Is
most essential, her art. In Rllke"s prophetic
words:
Women suffer:
to love means to be alone, and artists suspect
sometimes in their work that loving means
transforming. You started both: end both will
now become distorted by your fame. which
takes them from you. 'Y
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typical touch of subtle humor is again addressed to Clara (21 October 1907):3 '
I am and have been thinking hard about
Cezanne these days. He is one of three
or four forces in painting who have
affected me like a thunderstorm, a major
event. Remember 1900 at Vollard's? And
now during the last days of my stay in
Paris,most curious things from his youth
at Gaterie Pellerin. [Radycki's version is
incorrect: "And at the end of my stay in
Paris (unclear: 1900? 1907?), some very
striking pictures of youths ( Jugendgebilde!J) Please do come soon with the
letters, preferably already on Monday,
since I hope, at last, to be occupied soon
In another way. (i.e., with the birth of the
baby!) If my presence weren't absolutely
indispensible here, I'd be In Paris.
[Radycki's translation is again imprecise: "Please come soon with the letters,
preferably immediately Monday, because I hope finally soon to be makir19
my claim in another way. When it's not
absolutely necessary for meto be here, I
must be in Paris.")
Radycki concludes with an excerpt from
Clara Westhoff's reminisc:ences.She had visited
Paula, who "was lying with her little daughter
who was just a few days old-with the happiest
and quietest smite I have ever seen on her"
(Radycki. 312). Clara recorded Otto's account
of his wife's sudden collapse upon arising from
childbed, and then wrote:
It is clear that the deep intensity of a
noble and seriously searching person
radiates an energy which increases
abundantly. And Paula's task was not
painting alone, as she herself once said.
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can beocme something!" (15 November
1893), In a letter home, she reports ,reading Bismarck's letters: "Bismarck, Werther
!Goethe), Marie Bashkirtseff, Worpswede,
all in one little head" (25 November 1898).
If Becker had read any of the socialistfeminist literature Perry mentions, or had
heard it discussed, some clues would
most likely have appeared in the letters or
journals.
25. Illustrated also in the interesting article by
Wendy Slatkin, "Maternity and Sexuallty
in ttie 1890s,"WAJ (Spring/Summer 1980),
13-9. Nochlin summarizes these various
interpretations of motherhood in her introduction to Women Artists: 1550-1950,66-7
citing Bachofen's popularity.
26. The 1976 anniversary catalo.gue, comparative illustration no. 388, for Instance. Also
Radycki, notes 11 to 17 February 1903 letters. Also note on p. 536, PMB 1979,concerning publication of the Fayum portraits
in the Ga.zettedes Beaux-Arts (1903) and
excellent illustrations and discussion in
Murken-Altrogge, 56-8.
27. These remfniscences as well as Modersohn-Becker's letter to Clara RIike-Westhoff (21 October 1907) are from the fine
collection, Rolf Hetsch, ed .. Paula Modersohn-Becker: Ein Buch dar Frr1undschaft
(Berlin, 1932). See Radycki, preface, vii,
and 277.
28.Letter of 17 February 1906 In PMB 1979.
Aadycki, however,calls her Beckerthroughout the text, even though the artist, with
few exceptions, signed hersel.f Paula
Modersohn in letters home after her mar•
ria.ge and even to new friends like the
Hoetgers.
.
29. German scholars working on this topic
made March 31 theirflrst meeting In 1906,
which Rilke describes in a letter to his
wife, April 2,,1906.The fullest treatment of
the Rilke-Modersohn-Becker
relationship is by Heinrich Wiegand Petzet, Oas
Bildnis des O/chters (Frankfurt, 1957, rev.
1976). Radycki's source is Eliza M. Butler.
Rainer Maria Ri/l(e (Cambridge, 1946),
108: Butler does not document her story.
30. Petzel refers to Rilke's letter of 17 June
1906;he argues persuasively that the portrait was painted between 13 May and 2
June 1906 {111).
31. Radycki notes that ''According to Westhoff, these. are RIike's letters about Cezanne." Rilke wrote to her almost daily as
he visited the Salon d' Automne: 7, 8, 9
October (an excellent long letter), 10, 12,
13, 18, and 21 Octoberl They are avallable
in translation, Letters of Rainer Maria
Rilka: 1892-1910(NewYork:Norton.1946).
32,Oppler revision of end of sentence: but
"life itself. which we must all work out for
ourselves, In order to partake of its fullness."
.
33. Rich's translation is fresher and preferable
to an earlier translation by James B. Leishman in Requiem and Other Poems (London, 1949). For example, here are Rilke's
first two lines:
•
lch habe Tote, und ich Hesssie hin
und war erst.aunt, sie so getrost zu sehn,

Lieshman:
I have my dead,and I would let them go,
end be surprised to see them all so cheerful,
Rich:
I've had my dead, and I have let them go,
have been surprised to see them so con-

tent.
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13. Paula Becker had pursuaded Otto Modersohn to leave his ailing wife in Worpswede
and visit Paris during the E.xposltion;· his
trip was curtailed when Helene died suddenly on June 14, 1900.Perry errs in her
chronology, p. viii.
14. In his preface, Gunter Busch suggests
September 12 as the date of their secret
engagement (PMB 1979, 180); In her letter
of the following Wednesday, Pa'ula assures Otto that "one day you'll have a wife
who will be noticed after atl" (Radycki,
153). By late October, the secret was out
and celebrated wtih a modest engagement party (28 October 1900).
15.The cousin to whom Paula felt especially
close, and with whose family she stayed in
Berlin In early 1901, recalled that Paula
very much wanted to have children (from
a letter, Maidli Stilling-Parizo! to Herma
Becker. quoted PMB 1979, 539).
16. Dictionary entries for kraus and krauseln
include curl as an initial meaning, but then
list frizzy, crisp, nappy (the rough side of
cloth), ripple. pucker, etc. Sometimes use
of the original foreign term (after it has
been explained) is indeed preferable to an
awkward translation. Paula Becker's various affectionate forms of address to her
family: /hr Liabenl and Liebsten! sound
terribly awkward transformed into "You
Dears'' and "Dearests"-possibly these
salutations are best omitted, as Gallwitz
frequently did.
17. In a letter to Paula Becker, Rilke regretted
that he usually visited her studio in the
evenings, saw little of her paintings, and
that she did not show them to him (24
January 1901; PMB 1979, 539-40). After
their marriage. he certainly saw the work
of Clara Westhoff, who was finally in 1978
given a retrospective exhibition with catalogue prepared by Ursula Heiderich: Clara
Rilke-Westhoff: 1878-1954 (Worpswede,
1978).Seealso Worps""8de: Eine deutsche
Kunstlerkolonie um 1900 (Kunsthalle
Bremen, 1980).
18. From Otto Modersohn's journal, which
forms an appendix ;n the Gallwitz editions; Radycki quotes this in note 15,220.
Among the most interesting additions In
PMB 1979 a.re Otto's many new journaJ
entries.
19. In fairness to Modersohn, ii must be realized that he was in Paris shortly after his
mother had died (March 8, 1905),and that
he would not have been in the best mood
for French ''lightness of spirit." In his travel
notebook he wrote briefly: "Not a delightful period" (PMB 1979, 414).
20. See Oppler. Modersohn-Becker entry in
Women Artists: 1550-1950 (New York:
Knopf, 1976), 277-78.
21.She wrote Otto May 6, 1906, about the
Hoetger visit, but must have written to
Hoetger the very day of his visit on May 5
(PMB 1979).
22. Murken-Altrogge, 56. This latter idea is
developed more fully in her conclusion
(113-16).
23. Perry misses the point by reproducing the
painting in her chapter on peasants. She
translates the title Stillende (Nursing)
Mother incorrectly as Silent (as if it were
Sli//a).
24. In the earlier journal entries, Paula Becker •
cites frequently the books she Is reading.
She was affected by Nietzsche's Thus
Spake Zarathustra: "His preaching against
false charity and self-sacrifice" (12 December 1898), and when she completed the
book in March 1899: "Niet-zsche with his
new values is a giant." The journals of the
young Russian artist, Marie BashkirtseN
f1859-1884), also are mentioned. She is
very excited reading" them (11 November 1698). and "I say as she does: if only I

Modersohn. Among the writers who visited
the colony regularly wer1:1
Gerhardt Hauptmann and Rainer Maria Rilke.
5. Modersohn-Becker'spaintings are extremely difficult to reproduce; she used an oil
tempera, often on cardboard. which may
have darkened over the years. Perry's
plates are frequently lighter tlJan the originals (this can make them easier to decipher): they are often. much t'oo fellow.
Most disturbing are· the jaundiced SelfPortrait (plate I) and the dingy St/II-Lila
(plate XIII) which should be a luminous
harmony of white; yellow, gold. and cool
blue (it is aJso printed reversed).
A recently published German monograph by Christa Murken-Altrogge, Paula
Modersohn-Becker: Leben und Werk (Cologne: Du Mont, 1980) can be recommended for its superb color plates, scholarship,
and imaginative interpretations.
6. After starting on the old edition many
years ago, Arthur Wensigner, Wesleyan
University, Professor of German literature,
secured translation rights to the 1979
German edition, his version will be issued
shortly by Tapllnger Publishing Co., New
• York. The new German edition, Paula
Modersohn-Becker in Briefen und Tagebuchern (Frankfurt: S. Fischer, 1979),comprises over 800 pages of text and notes
compiled by Gunter Busch and Liselotte
von Reinken. Given these circumstances.
what might Radyckl have done? Perhaps
publish an annotated select.ion rather than
claim to translate the complete letters and
journals; for such an .anthology, the German editors and publisher might have
released new items. At the very least, she
could have evaluated the new material
and cited pertinent information from the
1979 edition in the otherwise useful prefaces and notes.
7. After subtracting the 100 duotone ilustrations, one is left with around 60 pages of
text.
8. Perry translates ttie Zaichen- und Ma!sc.huledes Vereins Berliner Kunstlerinnen
incorrectly as Berlin School of Art for
Women, and observes the "the Berlin
School was sufficiently progressive to
have opened its doors to women students" (Perry, 19). The Association of
Women Artists in Berlin and other major
art centers organized their own art schools
because the official academies did not
admit women.
9. The 1979 edition identifies him as Jacob
Alberts (1860-1941) who had trained in
Dusseldorf, Munich, and at the Academie
Julian In Paris (notes, PMB, 498). All dated
letters and Journal entries are from the
Radycki translation unless noted otherwise.Oppler clarifica~ions are in brackets.
10. Jeanne Bauck (b. 1840) also studied in
Dusseldort, Dresden, and at the Academie
Julian. (Jeanne is the consistent spelling
in Becker's letters, ,whereas Radyckl
changes it to Jeanna, evidently following
the entry in Thieme-Becker Lexikon.) Both
teachers no doubt encouraged Becker to
follow their example and study in Paris.
For informative essays about the fate of
women art students shortly before this
time. see Christine Havice, "In a Class by
Herself," and Jo Ann Wein. "The Parisian
Training of American Women Artists,"
both in WAJ (Spring/Summer 1981), 3540 and 41-4.
11. From Mackensen's unpublished manuscript in the Worpswede archives: Oas
Weltdorf Worpswede (1938). In her introductory essay, Comini makes. a clever
play on words, contrasting the Weltdorl
and the Weltstadt Paris (xi).
12. The letter is addressed, quite properly, to
both Helene and Otto Modersohn.
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Judith'sStory:
One early spring evening in 1961, before abortion had been
legalized, Dr. Judith Klein was walking home from work when a
young white male jumped out at her. He beat her up and raped
her. She had never thought that she could be raped-after all,
she had a PhD in psychology. She became pregnant as a result
of this rape and had to go to court to prove that she did not
~ask" to for this young man to attack her. Her only evidence was
a few bruises on her wrists and neck and the unwanted semen
on her pants. Judith knew very little about abortions. The only
person she had ever known who had an abortion was her college friend Janie whose rich parents sen.t her off to Puerto Rico
when they discovered the father was black. Did you know that
over one million women In this country have abortions every
year?And they have been doing it since time began, despite
any amount of rules telling them they can't. Three thousand
years ago Egyptian women were putting plugs made out of
crocodile dung up their vaginas, while Chinese women swallowed fourteen live tadpoles three days after a missed period,
and in Russia the women were squatting over pots of boiling
onions. And like all these women before her, Judith aborted this
unwanted fetus, beeause, as she said, "It's my body, and not
yours!"

•

A Ritual Honoring
Freedom of Choice
In January 1982, At the Foot of the Mountain Women's Theater
Collectlve asked WARM to participate In "A Rlh1alHonoring
Freedom of Choice," for the Abortion Educ.tlon and Refem1I
Servk:eof Minnesota.Together we cruted five "no-choice"
comers or situations In which women find themselves. Qulmetta
Perie, Sandra Taytor and Pat Olson of WARM made the sets for
the Ritual with the help of Cetherine Jordan. Actresses from At
the Foot of lhe Mountain performed monologues written by
Martha Boeslng and reNarched by Meredith Flynn on March 6,
1982 at the Unitarian Church of Minneapolis.
We preNnt here and on the next four pages, the Nts wllh Its
respective monologue. For more Information on the performance of the Ritual, call At the Foot of the Mountain.
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Debbie's Story

Debbie is fourteen. David was really cool and really cute. She'd
been out on lots of dates with bo,ys before, but it was a big deal
to go out With him. He took her to see "Ghost Story" and he put
his arm around her during the scary parts. Afterwards he took
her to the reservoir to park. She liked kissing boys and sometimes she let boys touch her breasts. I know. She told me all
about it. But David went further and she was scared. He told her
not to worry, that it was cool for girls not to be virgins once they
were past fourteen. The next time they went out to see "Raiders
of the Lost Ark" and then straight to the reservoir. Two weeks
later when she was supposed to get her period it didn't come.

She couldn't tell her Mom and Dad because they'd kill her. And
she couldn't tell David because she didn't want to marry him or
anything like that. She told me. I'm her best friend. My sister
told me that they just passed a law saying that if anyone has an
abortion when they're under 18, you have to get both your parents to sign a paper saying they agree. And not only that, but
most clinics now can't even give you contraceptives unless your
parents agree to it! God! Debbie's supposed to be on the cheerleading team next year. I can't find out anything for her-I mean
someone might think I'm pregnant! Her Aunt Sylvia said that
girls who got abortions are gonna burn in hell. I mean Debbie's
my best friend, but what am I supposed to do?

TURN PAGETO RIGHT
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A Ritual Honoring Freedomof Choice, continued

Edith'sStory:
Edith liad eight children. Jeanette had trouble in school.
Tommy had been caught smoking dope. Dicky had been fired
from hi°sjob at the corner store because he had been caught
stealing a few dollars from the till. Edith l')ad troubles making
ends meet. Her husband Bob was no help. He came home
exhausted from working a second shift at the Railroad. He was
often late, because he liked to stop for a few beers with the boys
on the way home. He'd go straight to bed; and he'd make Edith

do it with him, even nights when she didn't want to. Sometimes
he'd beat her up. The kids kept coming. She'd say to him: "Use
something!" She said she didn't know how to use anything herself and she was too embarrassed to ask. Now she's pregnant
again. She tries to talk to Bob about maybe not having another
kid, but he's too tired to talk. Last night, Wally, her youngest,
woke up hollering and Bob said, "Shut that kid up! I gotta
sleep!" Edith went into Wally's room with a belt in her hand. She
beat him until he stopped crying. She's not a bad mother.
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Flora's Story
In 1960 Flora was 27 years old. She was married and had a
young son. She had a brief affair with a young rnan who she
met at work and becarne pregnant. She told her husband about .
it and told him she would like to have the baby. He refused to
even consider it and insisted that she have an abortion. Feeling
that she had done wrong, she agreed. From a friend, they got
the name of a Catholic doctor in Wisconsin who gave illegal
abortions for $400. They got the money together and made an
appointment. The doctor's office was filled with Christian icons
and sayings. Flora began to feel that she was a terrible person
who had commited a grave sin and was about to commit
another. The doctor led her into a tiny compartment and told

her to undress. She asked for a hospital gown but was given
none and was led, naked, to the small back room where the
operation was to be performed. Shivering with cold and fear,
she lay down on her back and held her legs up. The doctor
dilated her cervix and scraped out the contents of her uterus
into a plastic bag without giving her so much as an aspirin for
the extraordinary pain she was feeling. He laughed When she
asked him for something to stop the pain saying, "Perhaps you
should have thought ot that before you were out playing
around." She faded in and out of consciousness. When he finished he flourished the bag and its contents in front of her face
and threw it in the garbage can. Two days later the fever began
and she knew she had an infection. She was hospitalized.
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A Ritual Honoring Freedom of Choice, continued

Shlrtey'•Sto,y
We did the abortion this way. We got a pan of water and set it to
boil on the stove, see. When the water was hot enough, we put
those long hangera in the pan. see, and we sterilized 'em.
Roseanne lay flat on her back with her knees up. We knew deep
inside it was a.IIwrong, but what else could we do? She couldn't
support no new baby either. So I stuck this coat hanger up
inside her·and scraped it all around. Next day she went to work
just like always, but she got bad cramps, see, so she ask-edthe
boss can she go home? She ran into her apartment and she
started to bleed all over the fucking rug. I never seen so much
blood come from a woma.nl I jam this towel up between her legs
and there was the fetus hanging down between her legs just

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss2/1

swinging from the umbilical cord. It makes me feel like I wanna
puke. I knew from TV I should cut the cord, so I got her to lie on
the floor and I found a kitchen knife. We wrapped the baby in a
newspaper and put it in the garbage can. Now you might be
wondering how come we did this abortion at home like this
'stead of going to a clinic. I'll tell you why. Nobody can get no
abortion less they're rich. That's why. You might not believe
that's true, but it is. Since all those "cut-backs" happened ain't
no one can get a free abortion with medical aid no more. You
have to cough up one hundred bucks at least. And thafs rock
bottom. And you know who's got one hundred bucks to spend
like that? Not me. Not Roseanne neither.
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w'ith a telephone, a window, three empty chairs,
and magazines on the table. In Dresser the
object of the picture is an angled view of a
dresser with open drawer, and unidentifiable
objects inside. In Two Chairs Johnson draws a
big stuffed chair and a straight-backed wood
frame chair side by side. The use of spaces here
is very clear and straightforward. Johnson
raises the issue of self portraiture and her own
internal space. But her Intent is not always
clear. Are these just pretty. well rendered drawings? Are there other issues here? What is it
about the objects in the drawers that is Important? Why are the drawers open, inviting me to
look in? The style of the pencil drawings and
the presentation in small frames, invites closure
of the potential issues raised by the content,
and the impact of the drawings is didactic. I
miss having these questions clarified because
they are questions which touch me; questions
which begin a communication between Johnson and me. "'

From WARM

Taylor & Roode:
Body/House
House/Body
Metaphor
December 16-January 18, 1982

by Phebe Hanaon

You stand in the middle of the room and
contemplate Sandra Taylor's houses with
legs-bee's legs, steer's legs with cloven hooves
looking strangely like women's bound feet. legs
like columns of Greek temples. Or in Edgar
Degas and Vaughan Monroa ballerina's legs.
They dangle off the foundation, robust yet
graceful In pink ballet slippers. How you wanted
your daughter to have ballet lessons because
you never learned to dance. Not so she'd be a
ballerina, but because lessons might Improve
her posture, make her more fluid and feminine,
as would the Degas prints you early thumbtacked on her bedroom walls. At the bottom of
Sandra's house, words and music to "Dance,
Ballerina, dance" and ruled writing paper,
marked 100. You always tried to be perfect. to
please your parents and teachers, sit up
straight, write in round, readable letters, smell
sweet, hide your body odors, never talk about
menstruation, that dark maroony-red, not pink
like ballet slippers. The snapshots you took of
Debbie and Diane, your foster children for
several years. tricked out in their ballet costumes for the school talent show. You tried to
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glass (9" x 12"). The laminating allows images to
move back and forth from front to back. The
messageshere are not clear to me. The process
of placing the images still dominates the work
and the point is not evident. In the piece titled
Vague, the mask under the word "VAGUE"
seems direct. Even the white blank eyes and
mouth are death-like. But the lip colors, the
butterflies and gowns, and the legs in the other
laminated pieces are not so direct. Sexual
content is intertwined with fashion and words
in a very complex way, but it does not emerge
from the lmages for me.
The rest of the exhibit, posters and commercial or printed media done for Olson's own
delight or for communication, are vital and
complex pieces which deal directly with the
issues of communicating their messages and
with integrating words and Images. Here Olson
hes resolved the intent so that words end
images interacting is the problem to solve. She
is very successful. But they do not go the
additional step of raising the profound issues
reflected in the laminated pieces or in the small
book Memento Mori a /a Mode.
Downstairs Jean Murakami exhibits acrylic
paintings on paper. Murakami paints on paper
which is 30'' x 44", sometimes hanging a
painting by itself, and sometimes combining
three in a triptych or. as in the Mating Dance,
fourteen in two rows of seven each. Murakami
paints with almost no white at all, preferring
darker values.
Most of the paint is thick and opaque,
pulling the surtace of the painting forward,
blocking for me the feeling of access into the
painting. The use of dark values increases this
feeling of mask. Her images deal with either
birds or pigs and are titled to elaborate on the
imagery. For instance, Scavengers, of a painting with crows, or Secret, of a sitting penguin
image.
Mating Dance, the central fourteen panel
~ainting . combines abstract expressionistic
strokes on several panels with outlined images
of birds in some and silhouette images of
birds. and cupids and black hearts in others.
Recurring donut shapes, airbrushed into the
background enhance the depth of the images.
In fact, the layered images of cupid and hearts
also create depth for me. The painted strokes
like the white lines of the crows on the dark
backgrounds sit close to the surface of the
paper.
This large piece called Mating Dance raises
a lot of questions for me about mating. The
repeated use of purple-red and mauve, the
repeated black hearts. the cliched, cute, cupid
image which is repeated over and over; the
crows which look like the crows in the piece
titled Scavengers. hungry and watchful. and
the omission of white all create an ominous
atmosphere.
Sally Johnson exhibits drawings (14½" x
10½") in the Invitational Gallery. These drawings are competently rendered in black and
colored pencil. She deals with quiet spaces,
presented in an orderly, realistic fashion. In
Musical Chairs, for instance, there is a table

•
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Murakami,Olson
and Johnson
November 14-0ecember 12, 1981

by SusanMcDonald

Jean Murakami, Pat Olson and Sally
Johnson mounted an exhibition of contrasting
work in WARM's three galleries in November.
Upstairs Pat Olson exhibits three books
divided into accordian pages in an oriental
fashion. One of these books. Memento Mori ala
Mode, is a series of twelve 9" x 12" xeroxed
panels with collages of a skeleton and of a
ravishing high fashion model. The woman in
each picture is in an intimate sexual embrace
with the skeleton. I am persistently reminded
that these idealized female models of beauty
are mortal. In fact they embrace death. Selfdestruction? In her book Olson reminds us of
earlier memento mori: (from the Middle Ages)
"In these p~ints
skeletons are shown
cavorting with queens
and bishops. Historically,
the message was two-fold,
in death, all are alike."
This perfect female image has been ritualized and worshipped as queen in former societies and as fashion model in contemporary
society. This image is seen by women as a
"perfect form" which, because it Is unattainable, only confirms their own imperfection.
The image is seen by men as a goddess against
which to measure the imperfections of the real
women in their lives. What issues is Olson's
little memento mori book raising? Does Olson
wish this image would succumb to death? Or is
she still worshipping this pertect form end
toying with the ambiguities of perfection? Is
this perfect state also almost a dead state? Can
a de.ad woman err? It is a compelling, frightening, dark issue. So is this mamento mori.
In this same vein Olson exhibits seven
small images of advertisements and words.
They are presented as images laminated between a backing of cardboard and two layers of
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bitter cold. You surround each one of them with
a frail house-frame like the ones in Sandra's
Play House. the triangles of the top made by
lines sloping from the peak of their caps
and resting gently, protectively on their
shoulders. You are not the same as when you
went in. You look at bodies differently. Later as
you drive by old houses on Pillsbury Avenue
you catch glimpses of elaborate scallops and
rick-rack-like trim along the roof's edges, like in
Sandra's houses. Your eyes are starting to
open. You are just beginning to see, ..,.

FromWARM

Doyle and Ampe
January 23-February 20
by Susan Mondale

"It's difficult to say in words. 'This is the
meaning of a painting,'" Cherie Doyle says in the
introduction to her show, In With the Old, Out
with the New at the gallery January 23 through
February 20. Her statement is both true and
untrue. A painter whose images reach into the
viewer end evoke wordless response, Doyle at
the same lime knows the power of a story, and
she tells it well. In With th6 Old is the visual
equivalent of the profoundly honest essay, an
autobiography in images. Went to know whet
Cherie Doyle has been thinking about these
last two yeers? You could ask her. ..or you could
see this show, She's been thinking about what it
means to be both artist and woman, where the
two join and where they might take her. Like all
honest Introspection. the results break stereotypes, the masks fall away. For the viewer, the
"story" is as absorbing as a good novel.
Doyle sets the stage with a glimp.se of the
'·new" that has given way to the "old"-the self
she uncovers in her search. The new (now old)
images are her water roses In two paintings.
soft flowers floating and emerging (or disappearing) from a liquid pool. Like elements of a
literary theme or a repeated musical phrase. the
roses and other figures will reappear later in the
new settings a.sshe reworks them. Here they
are painted In pastels: pink. pale green, blue,
soft gold layers of acrylic outlined in charcoal
or painted over charcoal and wipedaway so the
dark lines show as subdued shadows.
Doyle's exploration of the vase/vessel
Image continues throughout the show. In .Valentine, a picture of an old-fashioned urn decorated wi)h a bright bird has been cut out and
pasted on slightly wrinkled, then pressed, gold
paper in a small painted frame at the lower
right-hand corner of the painting. Doyle's ve.rsion of the valentine is her own vase, large, soft
blue-green 'in color, faintly Oriental in tone, a
similar bird suggested by a few soft strokes of
charcoal. The vase stands on a black tabletop,
its base ringed by circles that suggest the rings

netic figure. Though you might never ever be
able to love her. she is awesome, terribly
present.
Then you encounter the Approach-AvOidanoe series. The two women in each of these
six drawings show the endless variations of
their relationship as they shift and re:shitttheir
bodies. How they pull back from intimacy, then
rush toward it again, arms and legs reach out,
withdraw. hands and feet pretend they don't
know what they're doing. Bodies nudge each
other ever so slightly, hoping to touch, afraid
they might.
You're drawn especially to ApproachAvoidance 5: Death & the Embryo. Here you
see the tenderness in the women's faces, yet
the hands of one are clenct'oedas if resisting the
idea of approaching the other's body, the
other's insistent presence. Now the calf of one
is very close to the hair of the ot.her. Twins
floating in amniotic fluid in celestial space. How
you want all the bodies in these drawings out of
their firm rectangular frames. They seem to
dance as you watch them a slow watery dance
like that of astronauts released from their space
capsule. You imagine you can see Judy at work
drewing them, her body's movement rhythmic
and lyrical. You want to become these women
whose faces fill with meditative composure.
whose bodies swirl and gesticulate in stately
ecstacy. Amazing the complexity possible with
black and white-lines, shadings. wash-like
effects, possibilities of light and semblances of
color. How radiance suddemly suffuses the
spaces between bodies, the sharp angles legs
form while thrusting toward sex, or bearing
down into birth.
Judy's other five drawings are of women
alone, In chairs or with their legs entwined in
!tie rungs of ladders. You're struck by how these
women seem not to belong indoors but rather
to some outside landscape. Animal women
who cannot be contained by tne interior postures of conventional figure drawing. Even in
repose they seem electric, charged with strange
power. You see a woodiness in these women.
Forest women. their necks sinewy like tree
trunks, their heir circling upon itself like flower
forms. In O'Keefe'sand Carr's works, earth and
tree forms sometime look like women's bodies;
the bodies of these women look like trees and
hills, the earth's architecture. Mythical women
Who would be more at home outdoors. Y.etthey
ere inside. On cheirs. Using ladders not to
climb but as resting places.
In a room by itself you come upon carol
Hepper's installation-twigs arranged delicately around three walls. like a preparation tor
some ancient rite. In the center of the room. a
large bony-framed structure with animeJ skins
stretched over. You think of the wings of a giant
prehistoric bird. Like the dream you t\ad of a
huge flying animal landing in your backyard
just after the radio announced the end of the
wortd was at hand. You rushed out to crawl
under its wings and call to your children. You
knew you would be safe there.
You walkout onto First Avenue. Still winter
out there. Brave down-jacketed Minnesotans
pass by, people who don't leave because it is
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make them look like proper Kenwood children
who'd had all the adventages of lessons.
Brownies, field trips to the Art Institute.
'¥ou walk slowly across the room to the
House Dresses. four of them all the same shape
and size. flattened houses with tabs so that
children might fold and form them into play
houses. Paper houses on slender stic.ks like
puppets which cast snadows against the sandalwood-painted wall. Salmony pinks, browns,
oranges. golds, turquoise decorated with small
new moons and fat commas. You remember
old houses you lived in wh!)n you were first
married, breadbaking and breastfeeding and
scraping mustardy shit off diape,s and dreaming over home decorating magazines. You
used those to enter those fabrics and textures
and colors, wanting them all so your house
would be perfect. Now you want to touch these
House Dresses, the ceramic-like surfaces, trace
with your finger the designs that remind you of
old curtains. bathroom rugs, bedroom wallpaper, tablecloths. You are grateful that Sandra has taken these humble emblems. what
someone once called the "vulherable clutter oJ
women's lives."and transformed tnem. honored
them. made them shine with signl!icance.
As you s.tand in front of Play Hous6 your
eyes dart around, not knowing where to settie.
Two narrow wood frame structures. the outlines
of a house, fragile frameworl< big enough for
one person only. Beyond. parts of the old
house of your childhood, your first apartment,
the house you and your husband bought when
your first baby came. A shelf with three paper
diptichs. like pagesout of a book with pictures
of bed and window, pale beige. thin wood
cutouts mounted on paper, kitchen wlth table
and chair. orangey-pinks echoing the colors in
earlier houses-all like a child's dollhouse furnitu~e. simple and unadorned, yet powerful in
thei.r ability to evoke your old rooms. Bureau,
piano, sink, window, sofa. lamp, bed. Like the
old melel 'bed your sister and you slept in,
18/here
she got sick that night, threw upfrorn her
terrible headache and by morning, after the
fluids kept filling her lungs because of t.hebad
heart no one knew she had. she was dead. You
never even got to say goodbve to her.
You climb upstain; to Judy Roode's women, first the one in Compression, with her
large buttocks cleft in two like some magnificent Rock of Ages. Her face is in repose but
hands and arms are angular, nervous. You're
reminded of machinery when you look at her
breast, nipple erect and knob-like. The s~p
of the intri.cate strokes, almost looking painted
rather tt\an ,drawn, pulls you toward thfs mag-
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FromWARM

Lyon,Tangen,
Slavick
February 27-March 27, 1982
by Sylvia Paine

Gardens recall the paradise we have lost.
To plant. nurture or simply meditate on nature
isan act of creation as well asan act of redemption. a soothing of the soul. No wonder the
garden itself is a form of art, whether it be the
untamed proliferation of the English, the manicured symmetry of the French, the walled lushness of the Oriental.
The garden. however, is more than an emtern of creation and the natural world. Reminder
of a lost innocence. its pathways intricate and
beckoning, a place of shelter and renewal, it is a
metaphor for the inner self. The garden is,
indeed, the marriage of nature and human
nature, of inner and outer worlds.
When I viewed the recent show by WARM
members Joan Tangen and Joyce Lyon, I felt
as though I had seen two such gardens, similar
in reflecting the inner through the outer, yet
vastly different. It was like .seeing visions of
paradise before and after the fall. In her pastels
Lyon explores a primal nature, the flux of light
and matter before creation, still struggling
toward form. On the other side of paradise,
Tangen's architectural paintings, on freehanging, acrylic and mixed media on canvases,
suggest entrances to imaginary gardens, walls
built to keep paradise in.
In seven pieces (two single works. two diptychs and three triptychs), Lyon invites us to
share her struggle to come lo terms with the
familiar but forgotten world she once knew.
She intimates that these are personal memories
but they might also be the memories of the
human race of a realm before genesis. The two
pieces from her Pond Series carry images like
emergent animal life: small, strange, flagellate
creatures.
While there are suggestions of trees. birds,
water, the images never take the shape of the
Eden they seem on the verge of becoming. The
colors-browns, greens. grays-are likewise
earthy but vague. Lyon won't pin down the
images which, rendered in strong, diagonal
slashes, seem forever fleeting. lt is the struggle
to remember, the possibility of discovering,
that these works so richly evoke.
The world of Joan Tangen's paintings is
substantial where Lyon's is shadowy. imposing
where Lyon's is illusory. Her walled gardens are
surely less innocent than Lyon's primal paradise yet equally strange and beckoning, like a
veiled woman.
In each of the four. wall-sized paintings. a
darkened doorway appears, blue-black, the
color of mystery. It's the nature of a doorway to
invite us but also to close us off. to guard the
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stands near the first two paintings, the water
roses. The other, a vessel carved from laminated styrofoam, is wrapped around and
around with brightly colored cloth torn in strips
as if for a braided rug and bound with heavy wire.
Near the top is a surgical mask.and on top are
chunks of broken glass painted red. The piece
is titled No Woman, and it stands near the last
unframed painting, Woman. a picture of a stylized female face, earrings, bright eyes and lips,
glued slightly askew over what might-or might
not be-the face of a woman framed in blue
hair.
Doyle has explored powerful Images that
have expressed the condition of femaleness for
centuries: the vessel that both conceals and
contains, masks, mirrors, roses. water, even a
traditionally feminine color, pink. From them.
she has forged a story of maturing self confidence and power.
Doyle is an intellectual painter who is
deliberately aware of the effect of her work on
the viewer. She understands the power of mystery in a painting, "a haunting element that
gives an edge," she says, todrawthe viewer in.
The sense of mystery is present, too. in the
dimensions of her work-the preoccupation
with vessels and masks that bott, hide and
present a facade. the storm-damaged styrofoam end glass, the hourglass shape that is a
Japanese motif signifying a journey.
My only real quarrel with Doyle has to do
with her use of styrofoam, a material that fascinates her, she says, because of its luminousity
aM its abllity to take a clean-cut line. "It's the
material that lies. It looks heavy. like it could be
marble, but its very light." The trouble is. I know
that styrofoam is a cheap, man-made (and I
don't use that adjective casually) material, and
besides, it squeaks when it's cut with a knife, a
sound that affects me like fingernails on a
blackboard.
Mari Lyn Ampe's works, hung in the upstairs gallery, are a good contrast to Doyle's.
Ampe has tried to put aside the intellectual for a
time and strives to awareness of the physical
through repetitive pencil strokes that have a
hypnotizing effect. "I am concerned with an
automatic way of drawing,'' she says in her
introduction, "of letting, not making. the images
appear." Ampe's images have the quality of
automatic writing, a trance-like state in which
the mind is turned off and the muscles and
nerves take over. The result is one after another
of similar but indlvidual (like Ii ngerprinls) works
made up of rhythmic pencil strokes in bunches,
all of th.emresembling (and Ampeagrees) tufts
of hair: moustaches, toupees, tails-one's
imagination soars. All are anchored to wavy
lines. their "backbones".
Ampe began working with graphite because she wanted "to do something physical,
not intellectual". What has emerged is endless
variety-curiously, through repetition-and a
series of images that are, as she intended,
organic, all images of living life, and growth.
Two of the works in her show are not graphite
but drypoint intaglio, foreshadowing Ampe's
return to color after a season in the clear strong
line of black pencil on white paper. 'Y

of water in the water roses paintings. Behind it
is a mirror or window with a scalloped frame.
We see the presence of the painter in what
might have been a trial run at the shape of the
vase:Doyle altered the shape but left evidence
of the first attempt.
Two paintings Cadmium Vase (by Doyle
and Stuart Nielson) and Water Vessels are
stronger expressions of tile Eastern theme. The
first is distinctly Oriental, a bright-colored vase
set on a fan-shaped base. The second, in softer
colors, is of a vessel in layers of acrylic paintgreen over pink, yellow over pink. Behind it is
another vessel shape. a shadow, perhaps, solid
blue over pink. The background is like wall•
paper and repeats Doyle's water roses. which
also appear on the vase. Water Roses: Mysteries an "acrylic, pastel. real and false gold"
peinting begins to show the collection of
images that by now dominate Doyle's work.
The vase is here, its base surrounded by five
lush roses and flanked by geometric shapes.
The colors in this painting are strong and the
shapes are bold, like 1920s febrics.
At this point in her show, Doyle abandons
traditionally framed paintings and a deeper
search is revealed. We see vessels again, and
roses and frames in varying combinations.
Rose Frame and Green Vase is unsettling, a
composition of two elements placM just far
enough apart to make us uneasy about their
relationship. Nearby is Fire and Water Vesselthe base elements-and, in case we doubted
what this show is all about, a composition she
calls Shelf: A small wooden shelf holding a
child's slateboard framed in wood on Which is
glued a grey paper mask with two rectangular
"eyes" framed in gold, a child's shoe box, with
its upright cover holding a photograph of the
Cherie Doyle chi!d, bright eyes, blonde hair,
Self.
Now, masks dominate; in Talking Shadows, we see a cat-shaped mask and a disembodied animal-like head on a background of
murky, unsettling dark colors, a mystery In a
frame. Theatre again explores the enigma of
masks in an unframed painting, a heavy black
valance and curtains around a "stage" domi•
nated by pink-and-blue tombstone streaked
with yellow, all above a "shelf" of blue-painted
styrofoam on which rests a plaster-andbandage mask.
With Theatre and with Stereotypes. a, series of collage in black and white xerox and
color photographs in cheap plastic frames,
Doyle's work becomes tougher, peaking in the
show's title piece, a composition of acrylic on
paper, storm-damaged styrofoam and copper:
the scalloped frame mirror we saw in Valentina
is now virtually obscured by a chunk of styrofoam (storm-damaged) on which bleck paint
has been dribbled and• chunks of pieces of
broken glass pasted.
There are two three-dimensional pieces in
Doyle's exhibition: One, a white. open book
(tabula rasa) resting on a slab of clear glass
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Phyllis Ames Wiener, Double Blue, 84 x 100", acrylic on canvas.
acterizes many of the artist's figure composi•
tions. For exe.mple, in a street scene entitled
Back on the Right (1977), the ink wasn records
masses of shadow dappled by light. Only a few
recognizable tluman shapes are described by
the shifting light. All tones present in tne original subject are tlere reduced to a stark contrast
of black and white. This treatment is again evi·
dent in three oil paintings: Waiting Room
(1969), Subway Riders (1969), and Subway
Boy, (1973). Here are city dwellers massed
together, unindividuated, In a cold blue, grey
and violet world. Details of ttle background or
the planes of a human face function es white or
beige interruptions in the field of coot colors.
The anomie and dehumanization of urbanites
becomes a recurrent theme. Alienation is blunt•
ly stated in Man Walking Awey (1979), Smiling
Man (1975), Mafia Man (1975), and Orphan
( 1975). Here the figures are surrounded by a
harshly illuminated empty space. The bright
light does not detail the figures it engulfs. Their
brutal features are constructed from only a few
angular planes of light and dark colors. For me,
the asperity and broad treatment of the people
in these canvases goes beyond a bold. powerful statemnt to a cartoon-like stylization.
Providing a contrastto this chilly Inner cit_y
scenes are smaller but more vivid acrylic wash
drawings. Many of the·se rejoice in whimsical
subject matter. The Girl with the Grecian Nose
(1978), features an undulating stream of bright
colors in which several vague figures wade.
Two hues of orange are stopped mid-stream to
silhouette the diminutive but certainly not obscure, 'Grecian nose'. P..sin her other works, the
wash drawings exhibit the artist's stylistic coherence. It is the shapa of light and shadow, not
the form of an object that Is depicted. High
value contrasts and warm or cold color hermo-

such diverse productions as: landscapes, figure compositions, and decorative pattern paintings. As the subject matter changes. the hues
on the.artist's palette change. Yet her approach
to color harmony ramains the same. The artist
has a prediliction for color schemes that are
predominately warm or cotd and a penchant tor
a striking contrast of light and dark tones.
Abrupt transitions between tones that ditter
widely in their degree of brilliance creates a
pronounced rhy1hm. This movement is underscored by the forms depicted in the work. A
composition often consists of large shapes or
sweeping movements suddenly interrupted by
small congeri1;1sof bright forms. These devices
are the marks of a personal style. While they
describe a commonality between all the works
exhibited, they also function to express some
things about each genre the artist has explored.
Landscape, as pictured by Phyllis Wiener,
is not a habitable space seen on a human scale.
It is a pattern seen from afar, resembling an
.eriel photograph or a topographic map. The
shapes are generalized. Land and sea recede to
a distant, curved horizon, suggesting the edge
of a globe. This perspective is often established
by sweeping arcs which form the understructure of the compositions. This basic imagery is
expressed in two different ways: by richly tex•
lured works of layered colors, as in Around
Lakas (1965). or RlverBay(1965),or by sharply
defined shapes of flatly applied color. as in
Beeutlful Florida Keys (1975). In these paintings glints of brightness, like shards of colored
glass lying on a lawn or bobbing in water, punctuate the flow of major compositional movements.
A preference for delineating the forms of
shadows rather than the shape of' objects char-

secrets of the inner sanctum. To enter the9e
doorways you must yield to the unknown, all
the more unknown because Tangen's walls,
inspired by Near Eastern Architecture, are
exotic and foreign to us.
Her sculptural instincts are apparent in her
addition of a third dimension to the paintings
with cut-outs or, in the case of Oasis, tufted bits
of string that make the paintings more tactile,
more inviting. In Rose Wall for jennifer she
lays slx columns over a pink wall gridded to
resemble tiles, and two of the columns, topped
by palm-like fronds, resemble trees.
Her strokes and colors are extfaordinarily
daring: pink splashed with turquoise in Rose
Wall for Jennifer ; bright gold and green in
Ossis; violet, deep blue and green in Violet
Well; green, brown and blues in Parrot Wall.
The colors, one feels, reflect the garden behind
the walls, a place that is sensuous and seductive.
In the Invitational Gallery, Susanne Slavick
showed four paintings in which the stark light
and architectural structures in unpeopled
landscapes recall the works of De Chirico. She
justaposes angles and hard-edged curves, abstract and recognizable shapes against a
stippled background. This background, rich
and dreamy, changes the almost-empty land.·
scape, charges it with expectancy. I felt like a
story was about to begin.
Perhaps it will being in the lighted windows
high up in the tall, childlike house. Perhaps it
will follow the ribbon of road. The edges of the
painting are not the end of the tale. T

From Minneapolis

PhyllisAmes
Wiener:A
Retrospective
Exhibition
by Muy Schulte

An exhibition featuring sixteen years of
one artist's work is a study in continuity and
contrast. In Phyllis Wiener's work, stylistic similarities are evident despite changes of medium
and subject matter. Color. value, rhythm and
shape relationships, suggest affinities between
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The triumph of this show occurs in the
front gallery space in the "Sampler" series. This
traditional female lap art goes public in a monumental series of three 38" x 48" framed samplers. Each is embroidered with letterforms and
verses then steined with layers of acrylic to a
dusty maroon. Hand rubbing the surface of the
grainy canvas gives it the took of worn denim.
Like the reference to stone, the characteristics
of age and durability come to mind. Small canvas packets are sutured to the blood colored
grounds. Like a wallet in a man's back pocket,
the burnishing highlights in white the contours
of their hidden contents. The ghostlike images
suspiciously mimic the ubiquitous counting
marks. Repeating hatchmarks of shredded
flags and obituary clippings complete the message of a·nger,death, memory and obligation.
"Sampler II" intones a hopeful response. "Memory is a kind of accomplishment a sort of renewal even an initiation." "f'

From Minneapolis

Fisherand Roseat
MinneapolisInstitute
of Art
by Gall W. Bamber
Showing at the Minneapolis Art Institute
from December 10 to January 24 were installations by Carole Fisher and Thomas Rose.
Fisher's part of the exhibit, called "She
would take anything", consisted of black silhouettes and panels of words causally taped to
the wall with white tape, of outlines in red tape
where other silhouettes had apparently been
taped, of a few gray invisible attixed silhouettes,
and of translucent floppy silhouettes of falling
birds against a blue sky. Tiny, toddler-sized
red chairs were arranged in semi-circles in
front of some areas of the display.
Rose's installation was labeled with a
lengthy uncapitalized and unpunctuated statement which Included phrases such as "the
work is a galaxy of signifiers not a structure of
signifieds", and talk of "denotation and connotatic>n".It consisted of two rooms, one of which
looked as if it were under construction, with
plywood, 2 x 4's and hardware cloth dividing
the area into smaller spaces which were filled
with sawdust and construction site clutter.
Some of the clutter-a tiny, lopsided stairway,
chairs with their legs joined with plywood-was
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Yet there is more at work in Matisse's paintings from the twenties than the decorative
combination of patterns. William Morris' work
was inseparable from his socialism and his
ideal of universal craftsmanship. The "primitive" and "ethnic'' textiles that now serve as a
source material for pattern painters are not only
decorative but also symbolic. For example, the
abstract designs on Sumbanese textiles refer to
the layout of the village, the form of negotiations and many other social structures. AccordIng to critic Neil Marshall a pattern, "originally
meant an archetype, so that a certain value was
attached to the very notion of pattern. The pattern was something ideal which was to be
repeated because it was inherently good or
valuable in some way".Wiener's recent decorative works stand out without these special relationships. The edgeworks appear superficially
primitive and totemistic, but they are modern
aesthetic objects. Objects whose wavering
shapes testify to the lack of exacting craftsmanship that characterized the folk art to which
they refer.
According to Dore Ashton, the modern
artist discovers the new in the old; extracts what
is vital from an outmoded form and revitalizes it
by giving it a new context. Although Wiener's
recent work presents some satisfying formal
relationships, I am left wondering If she has
found that vital element which makes the past a
part of the present. ,,

Harriet Bart
at Peter M. David
by Cherie Doyle
Match marks incessantly haunt the walls in
twenty new works on canvas by Harriet Bart
Installed at Peter M. David Gallery. Gaelic and
Roman counting systems, alphabets and slashmarks recur throughout her "Inscription" and
"Sampler" series.
Bart stains industrial weight canvas, often
unstretched, with washes of mauve. grey and
black acrylic to create an impression of stone
slabs in the 'Inscription' series. "Transcription
II", and the other works in this sequence, at first
appear to be relios of carved monoliths (memorial) or coded tablets. But the cloth is framed
and preserved like a tapestry fragment and
penetrating chain-link linen stitches threaded
into the mauve _ground reveal the underlying
grid of the warp and weft of cloth,
An abrupt shift occurs in the adjacent
"Dream Cycle" series. Ultramarine blue. red
and yellow. Stitches, strokes of oil stick and bits
of collaged canvas shape coin-sized triangles,
pyramids and hatchmarks in a scattered, floating pattern. Though I liked these pieces, I found
them the least convincing in intent in the show.
Unless Harriet happens to be Paul Klee or a
computer, I can't believe these as dreams. A
crayoned "inscribed Pryamid" is the exception.
Its central shaded red pyramid casts a nightmarish glow into a black blue space.

nies predominate. The interest in rhythm and
patterns of flat color is ubiquitous. Many of
these traits also characterize the artist's present
work.

Textiles serve as the source of inspiretion
for the artist's most recent creations. Like
artists Miriam Schapiro and Joyce Kozloff,
Wiener adapts fabric designs to form compositions that meld a kaleidoscope of colors and
patterns into one a.rtistic statement. No attempt
is made here to simulate the tactile qualities of
fabric. Her acrylic canvases are unquestionably
paintings and not textile art. Double Red (1981).
is a representative example of her work in this
style. This broad canvas. (84'' x 100''), is dominated by two large triangular shapes that resemble red-orange sheets swaying on a clothesline. They are skirted by areas patterned
with bright blue, green, peach and violet facets
of color. Every shape is bordered by irregular,
vari-colored lines. The outline and the unmodeled, smoothly applied tube colors present in
this work, stress its flat, abstract and geometrlcal nature. Yet a suggestion of depth is also
present. The major figures, by their brilliance
and large extent, seem to overlie surrounding
hues. In color, value and rhythmic effect this
painting clearly related to earlier works by the
artist.
In one sense, Wiener has specifically addressed the question of the art work's relation
to its environment. She has chosen to "avoid
the bordering effect of framing". Her acrylic
paintings extend over the edges of her canvas.
This vision of a painting as an object in space
led the artist to experiment with sculptural
paintings or "edgeworks". These consist of a
series of wooden wedges that are covered by
muslin and then painted with textile motifs. The
wedges are hung on the wall in an even row al
an equal distance from one another. Edgeworks change shape as the vantage point of the
viewer changes, and Incorporate the surrounding space as a part of the art object-both
sculptural qualities. This formal relationship to
space is not the only suggestion of continuity
provided by these works. Both the edgeworks
and textile paintings are so decorative they
seem to demand a domestic setting. In a sense,
they are like highly sophisicated and nonfunctional venetian blinds and designer sheets.
They are eminently suitable for arresting interior designs. This fact does not necessarily
exclude them from the realm of fine art. Indeed
William Morris claimed that. "All real art is
ornamental". To him one of the primary functions of art was to make houses beautiful. Certainly art is often purchased for this purpose.
Feminists seeking to counter the devaluation of
the work traditionally done by women consider
the decoration of the home as a creative act of
artistic expression. Matisse felt that: ''A picture
on a wall should be like a bunch of flowers in a
room", His ideal was " ...of an art transforming a
sense of balance, purity and calm, in which
there is no discordant or worrying note, available for all who use their minds, for the business
man as well as the lettered artist, a balm, a
means of calming the spirit something similar
to a comfortable armchair ...."
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graduates of the University of New Mexico and
four others from The School of the Art Institute
of Chicago. The remaining three are from the
Institute of Design, and Illinois Institute of
Technology. The curators organized the Mid•
west exhibition to demonstrate that there is not
any regional style implicit lo the Midwest. On
the other hand. they selected photographers
primarily from two prestigious schools with an
emphasis on the Chics.go artists. This disjunction between intention and execution is a pro•
duct of the curators· belief in the hierarchy of
certain art schools' training and leaves many
competent artists unnoticed.
The exhibition included two broad categories of work: that by artists who document the
outside world with different degrees of subjectivism and that by artists who construct their
own scenes or assemble different images to
create a new meaning or statement. At the two
ends of this spectrum, t found Don Neal's
extreme realism and fascination with capacities
of his single-lens camera too literal and Jesse
Hfckman·s ambiguous statement in assembled
Images or large scale photos of personal be·
longings empty of visual excitement,.
Don Neal's work consisted of plain, rather
empty pictures of American urban landscapes
as well as closer views of park scenes. In all of
them. it seems that tie is making a philiosophical comment on how we use our lands. For
example, by aligning the camera, he can make
the flat roof of a sizeable industrial building
appear to reach as far as the downtown skyline,
or a road sign to look like a skyscraper in the
distance. Neal makes a comment about our
abuse of land, he said," ...we make mist:akea".
The statements made are too obvious to justify
the effort of figuring them out in the photographs. Moreover, the visual dullness of the
pictures may suggest that other mediums of
expression than photography would explain
Neal's philosophical comments more clearly.
Jesse Hichman and Kenneth Shorr are two
photographers from Chicago whose works are
the most unconventional in the exhibition. Both
artists use painterly techniques to alter the surface of their work. Hickman uses a toy camera.
and draws with graphite on the images. Shorr's
work reflects his critical view of the mass
media's power lo manipulate our perception of
the world. He uses available images and adds
his own interpretation to these collages by use
of drawn or spray-painted greffitti on the sur•
face ol the work. Contrary to Hichman. Shorr's
work is complex and deserves attention.
Thorne-Thomsen, Ciufej, Lochman, Estabrook, White, Fielding, and Foster reach the
audience on a purely visual level. Thomsen's
work is the best example of imaginitive images
among this group of photographers. Using a
primative pinhole camera, Thomsen constructs
miniature landscapes on e beach nearby her
studio and photographs them. The results are
sepia-toned photographs that resemble ancient
sites. These are environmental collages made
of cut-outs from magazines and props. An
example would be an image of the Tower ef
Pisa In the middle of deserted land with palm
trees and a floating balloon in the sky.

It is also hard. for different reasons, to
know what Fisher intends. The small chairs
arranged facing portions of the exhibit do give
this message an urgency and Importance that
make us want to understand, it is important
and basic enough to be taught to little children.
The title of the exhibit implies a feminist message. If the figures are restrained by the tape as
if by sex role expectations, why then are the
figures so androgynous, and why Is the tape so
obviously easily removable as to look flimsy? If
the purpose Is to talk about restraints on both
genders, why are only little girls' silhouettes
outlined in red tape on the wall? The intention
may be to show how they've loosed their bonds,
but it only makes them look vaguely radioactive.
The smaller, older figures, exceptional in
being portrayed in conjunction with a lion end a
bear, are remarkably free of these bonds, making it difficult to imagine the tape representing
sex roles stereotypes, so much more confining
in the past. If it represents other oppressive
forces-neuroticism, the artistic sensibilitywe are left to our own imaginings to e.scertain
them.

On the panels, we do have words which
might guide us, but they seem to be random
phrases. "WAIL TREMOLO, YODEL'' are printed over the falling birds, which might be thought
a sorrowful sight; these birds, however, are so
elegantly insubstantial they seem in no de.nger.
The colors used-black, white and redused for most of the exhibit also contribute,
along with the neatness, to the confusing
atmosphere of taste and elegance. Although
one strongly suspects that real human emotion
and pain were the motivations for this half of
the exhibit, one is hard pressed to understand
them through tl'le disguise of elegance, taste
and obfuscation, T

From Minneapolis

Midwest
Photography
by Jlla Nlkpay
Walker Art Center presented the Midwest
Photography exhibition from November 22,
1981 through January 3, 1982. The exhibition.
part of the Art Center's Viewpoints Program
was organized by Graham Beal, chief curator
and Lisa Lyons. curator of the Walker. Fourteen
photographers from Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska, Illinois and
Missouri were participants in the show.
Though I enjoyed almost half of the works
in the exhibition, I do not think the Midwest wes
evenly represented. The curators seemed very
careful in selecting the "right people" for the
show. According to the list of academic training of the photographers, there are only three
artists who have studied in places other than
New Mexico or Chicago. The list includes four
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bizarre enough to gradually inform us that this
was not an actual construction site. (I overheard two teenaged boys nlving sarcastically
about the "exhibit"; when they gradually realized that an exhibit was Indeed what they were
looking at, they retreated in confusion).
The second, smaller area seemed to be a
parady in miniature of an artist's studio, here
with artist's clutter: a picture frame, drawing
board and stand, along with various apparent
works in progress. A marble doormat was mysteriously inscribed "cuttlefish bones".
These installations seem to me to exemplify some of the difficulties and pitfalls ertists
encounter in translating personal experience
into art. This is one of the essential tasks of the
artist, and particularly dlttlcult when nontraditional idioms are used.
The artist. emotionally moved by something such as a construction site, perhaps seeing it as if for the first time, or as a metaphor. is
faced with the difficulty of conveying that emotion to an audience. One solution is to present
the experience intact to that audience, relying
on the "frame" of the museum or gallery to
heighten the viewer's awareness as was the
artist. Unfortunately, the unfiltered experience
may not move the viewer in the same way or at
all; or elements present but extraneous to the
artist's intent may dlstratt.
On the other hand, an artist may be so
committed to beauty and good taste that certain messages can be confused or lost completely. Attempting to put order and coherence
into the depiction of traumatic experience, an
artist mey be seduced by his or her own skill
and tastefulness into mere pleasantness.
Museums and galleries are notably quiet,
polite places which audiences .approach with
respect and reserve. Artists have tried to break
through that shell of reserve by attempting to
shock, or by "desecrating" the gallery. Rose
does this to an extent by cutting a few holes in
white gallery walls. Artists may also
the sacre-<.l
rely on that gallery setting, however, to give
legitimacy to objects which would be meaningless elsewhere. Or. the combination of an
artist's and the gallery's good taste can severely
affect, and may even run counter to, the impact
of the less tame artistic messages.
Both parts of this exhibit are afflicted by
these problems. Rose's construction site fools
us briefly into thinking the museum is undergoing renovations, but this, rather than desecrating the space, causes us almost to ignore it.
When we realize our mistake. we are left withe
construction site and not many clues as to what
Rose would like us to learn from it.
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Meadow with Milkweeds (watercolor paintIng 21" x 27'') by Diana Crane seems not a bit
less feminine in its subject. There is no sky here;
we are enveloped by the riches of the unnoticed, the vagrant weeds and grasses. This is
the profuse nest. with layers of yellows, peaches, violets, greens. a fine grave for the plump
white braid of milkweed with its dark Jewel
seeds. Shell-brittle pods and a few red berries
are final testimony to nature's blind capacity, at
least here, to end a season with a careless
splendor that bears its own shadow.
Viewers of this show may choose to characterize some of the paintings as "rural'' in subject and treatment. But in some deeper metaphorical sense. all art is "rural," an exploration
of the artist's "country," that "land lying opposite or before one". The unspoken imperative
summoning each artist ever deeper into her
"ierrttory" requires as its counterpoint a disposition on the part of the passer-by to wander,
however briefly, into another woman's "field",
receptive to whatever fife seeks e shape there.

..

From Duluth

Five Minneapolis
Artistsat Tweed
Museum
February 14 • March 14
by Helen Smith

The exhibition of the Five Minneapolis
Artists struck me at fi~t by its diversity, There
are photographs, realistic paintings and drawings, photo-realistic paintings and drawings,
and expressionistic paintings and drawings.
Looking closer, I found I could identify a common theme. All the works deal with the image of
the human being and the self-revelation that is
explicit in the self portrait and implicit in portraits of others.
Susan McDonald's work is of flowers and
women. One of her huge nudes (94 In. x50 in.),
stepped out and stopped me as I entered
Tweed. Colors, hot and intense, flowoffthewaU
to the viewer. The forms are non-ideal, the
style, an expression of released energy and
reeling. As I moved along the exhibition space, I
realized that these ascendant women evolved
from flowers.
Two of the flower works, National Car Rental Lily/11, and National Car Rental Lily#2, each
30 in. x 44 in .. are pastel on paper. A rhythmnic
pattern of etching under layers of transparent
chalk imparts a Japanese aura to these multitextuJed drawings. These are light, bright, joyous pieces with small, rich darks to provide
essential balance.
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In the first place award winner an oil painting called Ready to Sew.by Larene M. Kerr. (31"
x 25) the scene is your grandmother's (Uyou are
over 40). An old-fashioned black machine pro•
claims itself against a yellow table and wall. The
bent for detail in thread, tape measure, line and
color does not overwhelm the intimations arising when each object is allowed its due: the
man's white shirt hung on a chair; the empty
hanger caught in a slightly inexplicable blue
cloth against the wall.
January Shadows (36" x 28"), an oil painting, by Sandy Ehlers eschews the traditionally
feminine and mildly distorted perspective of the
sewing room. Nothing disturbs this scene where
the green house siding, the rungs of a child's
sled, each shadow and snowflake rise precisely
to the surface. Norma Cruising Main (12" x 9"
oil painting) in contrast, is an impressionistic
view of the inevitable street, this time in Thief
River Falls, home of artist Audrey Bennett. The
breeziness of the conception shows in the several elongated females maneuvering past store
fronts with their occasional splash of red and
blue, though there is the h.int of the ever receding Main Street, where a Norma might cruise
forever.
Perspective lends impact and mood to
Edge of Town (watercolor 18" x 22") by Susan
Soutwick too, where half the painting Is field
with corn stubble, the other half is curtainless
green farmhouse braced like a modest beacon
against a March-bare grove of slim trees,
shrubs, sky strewn with clouds. This house is
hallowed by the humble, one propped storm
window, the familiar outdoor oil barrel. How
does one get to such a house? Only across a
field, outside the town.
A different feel/field transpires In Helping
Mother Nature (oil painting 29" x23") by Louise
H. Pederson. Water spurting out of the giant
sprinkler a farm irrigation system predominates
this frankly ingenuous view of the necessary
corn field. Violet (11" x 19" watercolor) by Mary
G. Hiebel lures us from this bright delineation
of the hardy to the delicate but not insubstantial. In this small watercolor, pink blooms are
afloat on the essence of woodland-green
leaves, a seductive brown-black wash-into
which some of the blossoms blur, while others
uphold a crisp fragility.
The attachment to the earth evident in many
of the works is expanded by the ascending
Quality in Touch the Earth, Again (16" x 20"
watercolor) by Sheri Sundby which won the
Poster Award. An iconic female reminiscent of
Mexican and South American virgins is serenely suspended mid-air. Birds are at her head, her
breast, sheltered in her womb. A feathery blue
frames her body, finds its way into bird-plant
shapes in the sky. But she will not fly off. The
insistence of green in her dress and the earth
below reveals the source that. renews her.
Also elemental is Aeathel Giannonatii's
striking She (40" x 58" acrylic painting) with its
engaging play on the field of vision. Blue and
white female figures, broad-hipped or slim,
blunt-featured orfeline, emerge, their symbolic
quality augmented by framing patterns of dots
and lines.

If Thorne-Thomsen's work is merely visually playful, Ciurej and Lochman construct their
own scenes to manifest their feminist viewpoint
of housework activities and other women's
issues with humor. Some of'these photographs
are based on old masters paintings. One photograph, forexample, isan Image of a reclining
nude stretched atop her washer and dryer in
the basement of a house which is modelled on
Ing re's Grand Odalisque. The humor and irony
lies in glorifying a housewife like lngre's grand
slave. Among other art.ists who put together
their own subject matter is Estabrook. His
colorful abstracts are dazzling and eye catching.
Foster, a Chicago artist, documents the
playful rhythm of light and dar1( charged with
airiness. His compositions are delightful for
their energy in capturing a decisive moment of
light harmony. On the other hand, Fieldin!:j
captures powerful moments of direct confrontation with people in the street. He violates his
distance with people in order to break into the
alienated urban atmosphere.
The emphasis on artists from Chicago was
overstated, however, the Midwest Photography
exhibit, despite its weaknesses was worth seeing. -Y

From Marshall

RuralWomen's
Juried Painting
Exhibition
by Florence Dacey

On one wall, eight cattle, uncompromising
in their innocent curiosity, wade in silky prairie
grasses near an old wagon. Windows in the
barn and sheds behind them echo the dark
bovine eyes of Our Hare ford Herd (36" x 30" oil
painting), by Joan Turner. Opposite this slice of
country is Place (oil painting, 3' x 4'), a study of
three empty rooms with a view of a circular
stairway, by Pauline Donahue. Depth adds interest to the stark purple, gray and blue walls
and shadows that reveal no locality.
These two paln,ings exemplify the diversity in the 11 works chosen for the Aural
Women's Juried Painting Exhibition. The competition for Minnesota rural women was sponsored by Mainstay, an agency serving displaced homemakers, in Marshall, Minnesota,
and was coordinated by Ruth Anderson with
funding from the Jerome Foundation, Pillsbury
Co. Foundation, and Southwest Minnesota
Arts and Humanities Council $1500 was
awarded. Hazel Belvo and Mary Walker juried
the show in January where it opened at the
William Whipple Gallery at Southwest State
University. From March 15 to April 15 it will be
at the Governor's Mansion in St. Paul and from
July 6-31 at the Rochester Art Center.
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wardness as well? The same limiting of space is
evident in all of Tart's work, but especially in
Susan and Chris at the Window, pastel, 22' by
30". Again, Susan looks inward, Chris looks
outward. Betty Posed at the TV, oil on canvas,
47" by 59", is an arresting double image. Betty,
her features exhibiting displeasure ln one of the
images. becomes outraged and looks like an
eagle ready to swoop and destroy the other ....a
not uncommon reaction.
The use of windows in these paintings
allows the artist the opportunity to work with
the appearances of light as it strikes various
surfaces. The interior room corners and floor
angles allow her to set up linear tensions. Tension of another sort in Sally and 1/gavars at
Carris, oil. 48" by 72", is almost unbearable. A
man sits with his stubborn back and unrelenting profile turned to us. while playing a game of
cards with a woman, whose face and posture in
her chair. seem worn, drained, and hopeless.
This is a very complicated work and the viewer
is asked to deal with a lot, both visually and
psychologically. Tart's work seems ordered,
mostly tranquil on the surface, but. on further
inquiry, seems loaded with nuance.
The subject matter of the paintings and
drawings of John F. Alleman, Jr. reveal a deep
interest in the life of men who with strength and
dignity commit themselves to diHiC!Jlt, often
dangerous work. In myth and primative societies the worker of iron occupied a position
which commanded awe and fear because of his
magical !:)Owerto forge a tool or weapon indestructable. Alleman's work is a tribute to men
who make metal today. His colors suggest the
materials and process ...the dark grays and
blacksofthe-metalsand great dim buildings, the
reds and whites the fires of the blast furnace
and molten ores. Titles of work suggest specific jobs .../ron Pourer, and Cupola Tender. An
untitled work, 10" by 10-1/2'', oll on cardboard,
is a stong, expressive work. It is the head of an
older laborer, his red face lit from the fire he is
stoking. The brushstrokes trace, in a loose,
rapid manner, his muscular and seemed face.
The artist also exhibited a number of works
which explore his own heritage and family relationship. Portrait of My Father and Flying Disc,
Portrait of My Brother. both oil, 53" by 72", are
dark and brooding photorealistic pieces. Evergreens fill the background. His father, larger
than life, is shown from the waist up. He
appears to be in middle age, still strong and
vital, his body bare for strenuous work. His
large, capable hands grasp the handle of an
axe, and his eyes shrouded by tinted glasses
impart a sense of absorption, even mystery as
he proceeds with his task. Flying Disc, Portrait
of My Brother, is similar in color and mood. A
small boy. almost r,idden by the dark greenery
has thrown a frisbie, the only brightly colored
object in the work. Images of My Youth, oil on
canvas, 42" by36", isa montage of photoreallstic images taken from old photographs. A great
number of small images are woven together
with much care and lrutn to the originals. Relatives, homes, cars, (now vintage), weddings
Vietnam War protest, Air Force pilot (fatner?)
record the years and trace the event-s.Use of

emotionally in reverie; Sara, Tina, and Patty.
lively teenage friends, cheerleaders who make
a professional pyramid on a stool. Finally in
Karen and Joshua, the most moving of the portraits, Joshua is inferred by the great curve of
Karen's nude body, at once awkward and sublime. The choice of the subjects for the photographs and the ideas behind these choices
reflects the artist himself. Also reflected, acknowledged or unacknowledged, is the Image
of the viewer, through nis or her reaction to the
artist's work.
Sally Brown's eight pastel drawings, 30'' by
44'', moved me elong and guided me through a
series of interiors inhabited by a presence felt,
but unseen. The rooms of her life and the artifacts therein mirror her existence. The edge of
one work leads into and is, in a sense, completed by the next, yet each is whole and satisfying in itself.
There are some surprises. In Institutions,
patterned floors irnpal the viewer up the stairs
and into a "sanctuary" dominated by rich red
carpets and stained glass windows. But under
this upper grandeur and stiff formality lies a
vault, vast and enigmatically empty. Is this
foundation a gray mystery to be penetrated or
just a huge barren room.
In another work. two rooms, each occupying half the picture plane, are contrasted. One
is all ba.roque curves while the other demonstrates the clean simplicity of contemporary
design. Does this suggest a change of style
choice over the years, or is it, perhaps symbolic
of the self-contradictions which are our closest
companions. Rooms containing bookshelves
and books reveal the artist to us in her choices
...Eva Hasse.,China, Pentimanto...A work. C/osat
is like a triptycti. Between the hydrangea and
dogwood wall paper and black and white tiled
floor, Isa neat clothes closet with small h'exagon
window revealing an outdoor scene. Beneath
this hangs the artist's clothing with three lush
shades of red juxtaposed, and beautiful prints,
and balancing neutrals. Brown uses her medium opaquely with colors clear and pure. The
whole effect is precise and orderly, elegant in
concept and execution.
Christine Tart's work, like Sally Brown's,
focuses on environment, but her five oil on
canvas paintings and one pastel drawing contain human images as well. In Susan Reading In
the Window Sill, 48" by 72", a young girl curled
in a window. looks up at the viewer as if the
quiet moment had just been broken. Her body
continues the curve of the Romanesque arch
whi.ch forms the top of the window. At either
side the perspective lines formed by a box in
one case and a lectern in the other emphasize
the center opening with the figure. Color is
used , to reinforce the middle focus. Yellow
sunlight streams through the thin material of
the girl's green and lavender dress. In tnescene
beyond the window, houses, trees and sky are
compressed into a small area. The color does
not yield to aerial perspective, as might be
expected, but is as intense as the color seemingly closer to us. Is the artist not only preserving the spatial integrity of her canvas, but making an observation on inwardness and out-
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Other works in McDonald's exhibition, six
in number, are oil stick and acrylic on fiberglass.
These large works hang loosely, suggesting an
immediacy and off-the-wall feeling that stretched and framed pieces cannot convey. Adam,
50 in. x 78 in., a huge and agressive red lily, has
stamens and pistil described by brown oilstlck.
Underneath, net-like modeled gel echoes the
etching of the drawings. In Eve, Amary/fs, also
50 in. x 78 in., an orange hue, more delicate
than the red of Adam, dominates the one large
blossom. Acrylic gel, transparent and colorless, lends a fragile and juicy aspect to certain
parts of the painting. A brushed line drawing in
white, outlining the upper torso of a woman is
superimposed on the top portion of this piece,
and is seen here to be the stated theme of
McDonald's work. Through the flower the artist
discovers self-definition.
In three large (94" by 50") works, color
and form undergo distortion for expressive
purposes. Placement of different sections of
the woman's body on the picture plane creates
interesting arrangements of positive and negative space. Simple flowerlike shapes bloom
over these bodies. Amarylis Woman Is the form
of a woman from the waist up. She penetrates
my space with her shocking pink hair, pink
eyes. nose and mouth. She looks like a maenad
(or what I suppose a maenad would look like)
With her unkempt h~ir, her arms raised, her
hands clasped brazenly, impudently behind
her head ....she speaks to me.
Chad Breckenridge exnibited portraits of
persons whom he had photographed informally in his studio over a period of live years.
Each of ten groups consists of four 7•3/4" by
5--1/2" photos. Parts of a brown paper background appear in the pictures giving a sense of
relaxed atmosphere and easy encounter between sitters and photographer. Within this setting. the viewer obtains visually through subtleties of movement, arrangement, juxtaposition,
and myriad other clues, knowledge of these
ordinary-extraordinary persons and their rela•
tionship to each other. Breckenridge directs
and selects these clues with vision and sensitivity. Sorting out these hints makes for a compelling game, and engages the viewer in a three
way exchange with sitters and photographer.
Memorable are Jean and Mitch. whose life
together has produced a relationship marked
by gentle humor, understanding and enjoyment of each other; Robart, Janet, and A/nora.
a heppy, barefoot mother and child. playing on
the floor with the father; Carmen and Fran, a
handsome pair of women, open and proud in
their feelings for each other; Kata, Ellie, and
Batsey, sisters who share a joke, then separate
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Kathy Hemingway Jonea and Sandra
Menefee Taylor will be featured on May 15 as
part of the Film in the Cities' per1ormance

ExhibitionsoutsideWARM
Galleryby Associateand
GalleryMembers

series.
Georgiana Kettler will have a one-woman
exhibition at the Artemisia Gallery in Chicago
in June
Judy Stone Nunneley participated in the
ARTworks Exhibit from February 25 to 28 in
Tulsa Oklahoma. She also exhibited a,t the
Johnson Atelier Printmaking Invitational ln
March in Tulsa.
Pat 01.sonhas contributed lo a portfolio of
prints by six artists called "Impressive St. Paul" •
which has been exhibited at the Paper Patisserie and the Bibelol Shop in St. Paul.
JudithRoodehad a one-woman exhibition
at the University of North Dakota, in Grand
Forks February9-March 12. She participated in
a group chosen from several art institutions at
the Swain School of Design in New Bedford,
Mass., in January and February.

Marl Lyn Ampl,Jane Bauuk, Joan Tangen
CerlM>n,CherieDoyle, ElizabethErickson, Sandra Kraskln, Susan McDonald, Jean Murakami
and Nancy Robinson exhibited with others in
the National Painting Invitational at North Hennepin Community College from February 3 to
26,
Ha;iel Belvo will exhibit at the Nagallery in
Northfield, MN, April 13 lo'May 22.
Gloria DeFlllppa-Brush exhibited her recent hand-colored work at the University of
Pennsylvania lnvision Gallery of Photography
from March 8 to 29.
Jeanne Cagle will have a one-woman exhibition at the Darkroom Gallery in Denver in
May.

some negative and some colored images vary
the surface, and laced into the canvas is a very
curious repoduction of a painting. It appears to
be of early German origin and again produces
that little touch of mystery. Ellen Sewing, pencil
and ink on paper, 14" by 17", is for me, a work,
satisfying both emotionally and esthetically.
The textures, free, yet controlled, the effective
arrangemnt of light and dark and a certain tenderness mark this work. "f'

From St. Cloud

Gayle Cole at
Benedicta Art
Center
by Gall W. Bamber

Your Surface
•IS

Showing!
Whatever your medium- the paper you
work on either works with you or
against you. Select a fine art paper that
works with the quality you want. Check
out our growing assortment of Fabriano,
D'Arches, Strathmore, Art-tee, Reeves.,
and more, at any of our eight locations.
I

I

l,.____a-,t-slgn
I

•2501 26th Ave. So., Mpls./721-6421
•1010 Nicollet Ave., Mpls./333-1595
•404 Marq., Mpls./333-3557
•54 E. 6th St., St. Paul/222-5574

TURNPAGETORIGHT
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•Burnsville/435-8261
•Ridgedale/546-7682
•Rosedale/636-2818
•Southdale/926-6151

From January 6 to February 6 at the Benedicta Art Center, College of St. Benedict's, St.
Joseph, there was an exhibit of paintings and
drawings by St. Cloud artist Gayle Cole. Eight
large abstract acrylics and six smaller black
and white drawings were included in this exhibit
Technically, tl'lis work falls in style between
color field and gestural abstraction. There is
very little illusion of depth in most of the paintings, as in color field work, and yet the texture
of the paint-it's scumbled. kinetic qualities
and brushiness-is also important. Cole confines herself to a relatively limited palette of
white, ochre and a dark purple or black, with
only occasional bursts of ofher colors. This
restraint, along with that oftne rectangularityof
the canvas, create the limitations within which,
paradoxically, a manageable degree of freedom becomes possible.
Several visual motifs are repeated from
painting to painting: a tidy rectangle against a
chaos of paint. a dancing line wandering impudently over the surtace, strong thin diagonal
lines benignly dividing up the canvas. Each
piece contains both hard-edged and painterly
elements which complement each other well,
the work succumbing neither to rigidity nor
chaos. The titles are evocative and poetic as
well: Breathing Separate Thoughts I Watch Her
Depart, Within S/eep·s Province, Thought Born
into a Fathomless Night. The paintings and
drawings were handsomely presented in a
room that fit the 5' .X 6' or larger canvases welt.
The parallels to music seem to me instructive. There is, because of the overlapping and
paint quality, a kinetic, sequentfal feel to this art
that finds its counterpart in the rhythm and beat
of music. Emotional tone in both is manipulated in subtle but controllable ways. One even
speaks of "color" in music. and "rhythm" in
design. Yet language is essentially an alien in
these realms. where one is ultimately left with a
purely visual experience acting upon the nonverbal parts of our mind. "f'
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QuimettaPerle
I am working with life and death imagery inspired by the
menace of nuclear destruction. In the face of a threat that would
annihilate all living things impersonally, I am creating figures
with a wealth of personal power. The power is embodied in
auras, in fire, in dark presences, in pregnant forms and skeletons. My work now centers around a coming to terms with a
death over which there is no control, and in turn, a coming to
terms with life.

New Gallery Members
Pat Bratnober
Kathy Hemingway Jones
& Jila Nikpay

Death Is Within Us, ink,~ 1982

will exhibit in the upstairs gallery.
Invitational Space:
Aurore Chabot,

Duluth, Minnesota

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol3/iss2/1
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Kielkopf
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Gambrel, 18 x 9 x 4"
This activity Is made po3Sible, in part, by a grant from the Jerome
Fouridation.

recent work

judy stone nunneley--------____.
TURNPAGETO RIGHT
Published by SOPHIA,
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•
ELIGIBILITY:

All Minnesota women artists are invited to participate in the MinnesotaWomen '82
juried exhibition at WARM: a women's collectiveart space, July 17-August 14,
1982.To be eligible, each artist must be an associate member of WARM and may
submit an application for membership along with exhibition entry. Enter up to 3
slides of original works in all media (except film and video) executed in the past 3
years. All women meeting these criteria are invited, but especially emerging women artists who have not had extensive exhibition experience. Active gallery members of WARM are not eligible. There Is no entry fee.

FORMAT:

This exhibition will be juried by slides due May 8.
Send no more than three 2"x
2"slides of your work. Slides may show more than one perspective of, for instance,
a sculpture; but only three slides total may be submitted. Label each slide with your
pame, title of piece, dimensions, medium and directional arrow.

JUROR TO BE ANNOUNCED: An independent juror, notattiliated with WARM, will select the work.Her decisions
are final.

RETURN OF SLIDES:

Enclose with your application form and slides a self-addressed,stampedenvelope
(SASE) for the return of your slides upon completion of the jurying. Absence of
such an envelope means your slides will not be returned. Slides of accepted work
will be returned after the exhibition.

THE EXHIBITION:

Notification of accepted work will be by first class mail the week of June 2.1.Work
must be hand-delivered to the WARM Gallery July 12-14 between noon and 4 p.m.,
framed or mounted and ready for hanging/installing. If your work requires special
installation, write instructions clearly and attach them to the work itself. Also attach to the work your name, title of piece, medium and value.
Works may be for sale. WARM will collect a 15% commission on works sold
through the exhibition. Work sold remains with the exhibition until it closes.
Accepted work will be insured from the time of its delivery to the Galle,ry until its
pick-up, but not beyond the last designated pick-up date, August 18.

DISCUSSION/ GALLERY TALK: A gallery talk is scheduled for Thursday, July 29 at 7 :30 p.m. Everyone is welcome
to participate.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP:

WARM Associate Membership benefits include the quarterly WARM Journal, regular exhibition mailings, no fee for the Slide Registry, reduced or free admission to
special events and more. Your membership partially supports the publication
costs of WARM Journal and helps toward the operation of the organization. 1982
membership dues are $15.00. Make checks payable to WARM.

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT

WARM JOURNAL
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SCHEDULE:

June 7
June 21
July 12-14
July 17
July
August 14
August 16-18

ENTRY FORM

Please print or type• May be xeroxed

TRAY#

WARM USE ONLY

3 slides, application form and SASE due.
Results of jury, all entrants notified by mail.
Accepted works hand-delivered to WARM Gallery, noon-4 p.m.
Opening Reception, 7-10 p.m.
Discussion of exhibition. Open to public. Date to be announced
Last day of exhibition
Work pick-up, noon-4 p.m. The Gallery will not ship work.

Artist's Name_______________________

_

Address-------------------------Phone(s) _______________________

_

□ Accepted

Slide #1 Title ______________________

_

□

Dimensions _________

Rejec.ted

For Sale? __________

Medium ___________

_

_ Insurance Value ________

□

Accepted

Slide #2 Title ______________________

□

Rejected

Dimensions __________

Medium ___________

For Sale? ___________

Insurance Value ________

□

Accepted

Slide #3 Title ______________________

□

Rejected

Dimensions __________
For Sale? __________

_
_
_
_
_

Medium ___________
_

_

Insurance Value ________

_
_

D I'm joining the WARM Associate Memberhship. Enclosed is $15.00
I agree to stand by the conditions of entry. Signature _________

Must be receivedby
June 7, 1982

_

MinnesotaWomen '82
WARM
414 Flr:atAvenueNorth
Minneapolis,Minnesota55401
This activity is made possible by a grant from Dayton's.

day a month, and, at times, at lea.st half your
soul. Benefits include regular exhibition opportunities, professional career help and participation in a supportive, feminist art network.
Applications are accepted throughout the
year. For particulars about procedures and
more information,call Ouimette Perle at WARM·
(612) 332-5672.

TURN PAGETO RIGHT
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WARM Gallery
Membership
The Gallery members of WARM: a women's collective art space.invite Minnesota women artists to apply for membership in the collective. Gallery members determine policy as well
as exhibit their work at our space on First
Avenue North in downtown Minneapolis. Membership requires monthly meetings, committee
work, organizational fees, one gallery sitting

Life Drawing& Visual
Joumal Classat Quadna
Judy Roode, Gallery member, will 118ach
classes at the University of MinnesotaSummer
Arts Study Center at Ouadna Mountain Resort,
Hill City, Mn. Members of the Visual J·ournal
class will meet with Phebe Hanson's clus on
journals and diaries to discuss common u,pects. Life Drawing, June 13-18, 1982. Visual
Journals and Diaries, July 4-9, 1982.For m0111
information, call 373-4947.
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Life Drawing
from a model
Tuesdays:1-4 pm
700 North Washington
Minneapolis
for information call
Susan McDonald

April
Thursday, 7:30pm, AssociateMembers'
Meeting at WARM. All Associate Members welcome.

332-6783
3 Saturday. 9am, Gallery Members' Meeting
3 Saturday, 7.-9:30pm, Opening Recep-

tion for Sandra Kreskin and Susan McDonald Show. Mickey Sellard in the Invitational Space. Exhibition to run
through May 1.

Woman's Art Journal
A semiannual publication about women and issues
related to women in all areas of the visual arts.

20 Tuesday, 7-9pm, Women's Cultural Net-

work meeting at WARM. All women artists and women's arts organizations
welcome.

Vol. 1, No. 1: Sexual Imagery in Women's Art, American Women
Artists' Groups, Maternity and Sexuality in the 1890s,Anna Jameson,
Jo Hopper, I. Rice Pereira. Louise Nevelson. Survivors Leonor Fini.
Claire Falkenstein, Sonia L Sheridan. Reviews of Originals, Art Talk,
Feminist Collage, Women in the Fine Arts, Women Painters of the
World, Angelica Kauffmann, Reminiscences of Rosa Bonheur.

23 Friday, 8pm, "Four Dances from Greek

Myths'' choreographed and danced by
Julie Mueller. Music by Jay Huber. Tickets at the door $5.00or $2.50for WARM
members, Minnesota Independent
Choreographers Association members
and Composers' Forum members.

Vol. 1, No. 2: Images ot Domestic Madness in Art of American
Women, Anna Moses, Remedios Varo, Katarzyna Kobro, Jennie
Brownscombe, three on The Dinner Party. Survivors Rachel
Wischnitzer, Dorothy Dehner, Dorothy Hood. Reviews of Women
Artists in All Ages and Countries, Women Artists of Bologna, The
Obstacle Race, Women Artists of the Arts and Crafts Movement.

2A Saturday, 8pm, "Four Dances from
Greek Myths".
25 Sunday, 2pm, "Four Dances from Greek

Myths".

Vol. 2, No. 1: Emmy Hennings, Women Painters in Houbraken's
Groote Schouburgh, Central Figure in Botticelli's Primavera, Women
Artists in Borneo, Indonesia and India, Early Landscapes of Mi.inter
and Kandinsky, Madge Tennent, Harriet Hosmer, two on 19th century
women art students. Survivors Elizabeth G. Holt, Dorothea Tanning,
Claire Moore. Reviews of four new Mary Cassatt books.

26 Monday, 8:00pm, "Feminist Perspectives Serles:" AliceNeel, portrait painter,
will present a slide.lecture of her life and
work. Children's Theatre, 2400 3rd Avenue, Mpls. Mn. Tickets atthe door: $3.00
or $2.00 tor WARM Members (MCAD
students and faculty free), Co-sponsored by the Metro Council, State Arts
Board Fund; MN Humanities Commission and MCAD.

Vol. 2, No. 2: Artists' Memoirs. Ruskin's Patronage of Women
Artists, Social History of Quilting, Images of Women in Ancient Near
Eastern Art, review of Feminist Art Journal, Eleanor Norcross, Beth
Ames Swartz. Survivors Shirley Jaffe, Anne Poor. Reviews of Women
as Interpreters of the Visual Arts, Paula Modersohn-Becker and
translation of her diaries and letters, folk art books.

27 Tuesday, Reception for .ALICE NEEL
and WARM Members. Call the Gallery
for details, 332•5672.

Elsa Honig Fine, Editor and Publisher

May

Woman·• Art Journal, 7008 Sherwood Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919

1 Saturday, 9am, Gallery Meeting.
3-7 Gallery Cl~

for Installation.

INDIVIDUAL
□ 1 year ..................
$ 8.00
□ 2 years ..................
15.00
D 3 years . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.00

INSTITUTIONAL
$12.00
D 1 year ..................
□ 2 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.00
□ 3 years ..... , . , ... , , , , , . . 33.00

Name
Address -------------------------

CONTINUEUPPERLEFT

Outside U.S. add $1/year -

U.S. funds only
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May
8 Saturday, 7-9:30pm, Opening Recep-

tion for Ouimena Perle and new Gallery
members-Pat Bratnober, Kathy Hemmingway Jones and Ji!a Nlkpay show.
Aurore Chabot in the Invitational Space..
Exhibition to run through June 5.

the

Women's Art

Registry

of

Minnesota

13 Thursday, 7:30pm, Associate Members'
Meeting. All Associate Members welcome.

D AssociateMembership is open to all women artists in Minnesota. Associate members attend WARM activities for reduced admission; they receive
the WARM Journal and other mailings and may participate in the Slide
Registry, the annual Juried Show and the Invitational Space.

19 Wednesday, 7:30 pm, "Feminist Perspective Serles": Midwest Expertence.
an open slide night and discussion of
the evidence of a regional identity in
midwest women's art. Discussion led by
Karel Ann Marling. art historian, and
Marilynn Anderson, painter. Tickets at
the door: $3.00 and ~2.00 for WARM
Members. Bring your slides!

□ Out-of-State Asaociateis open to women artists living outside of Minnesota.Out-of-state. members receive mallings, reduced ad!_Tlissionto events,
the WARM Journal, and may participate in tile Invitational Space.

D Friend of the Gallery membership is open to male artists living in or
outside of Minnesota. They receive the Journal, mailings and reduced
admission to all events.

June

D Supporting membership is open to all those men and women who
support WARM and wish to communicate with the organization. They
receive the WARM Journal, invitations to all openings and reduced admission to all events.

3 Thursday, 7:30pm, Associate Members·
Meeting
5 Saturday, 9am, Gallery Meeting

D Sustainingmemberhipis open to all those women and men who wish to
make a substantial contribution to the organization. They receive the Journal, invitations to all openings and reduced admission to all events. They
also receive an original art premium created by a WARM Gallery member.

7 Monday, Deadline for "Minnesota
Women '82" application forms and
slides to be received by WARM.
7-11 Gallery closed for installation

□

Gallery membership is open to women artists in Minnesota. They are
elected into the collective. For more information, contact the Gallery: (612)
332-5672.

12 Saturday, 7-9:30pm, Opening Reception for Jackie Kielkopf and Judy Stone
Nunneley show. Katherine Ross in the
lnvitetional Space. Exhibition to run
through July 10.

WARM receives operating and project support from the Dayton Hudson Foundation. General
Mills Foundation, Jerome Foundation. Minnesota Humanities Commission. Melropolilan Council and the United Arts Fund.

-------------------------------------

21 Results of Juryfor"Minnesota Women
"82"will be sent to all entrants by mall.

WARM is a non-profit organization. All donations are tax-deductible.
D Associate/ $15

D Out-of-State I $15

D Supporting/ $25-$100

□

Friend of the Gallery/ $15

□

Sustaining/ $100 and over

Name ________________________

1 Thursday, 7:30pm, Associate Members'
Meeting at WARM
3 Saturday, 9:00am, Gallery Members'
Meeting

_

Address ________________________

State__________________

July

_

_

Zip ___

11-16 Gallery closed for installation

_

12-14 "Minnesota Women '82" accepted
works to be hand delivered to WARM.
Noon to 4:00pm

Phone------------------------Mail this form with 1982 membership fee to WARM, 414 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401. Make checks payable to WARM.

ll-,~L_J
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2021
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17 Saturday, 7-10pm, Opening Reception
for "Minnesota Women '82" Juried
Show. Exhibition to run through August
14.

August
15-September 10. Gallery Closed.
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